PENRITH CITY COUNCIL
BUSINESS PAPER

His Worship the Mayor, Councillor Greg Davies takes the Chair from
former Mayor, Councillor Pat Sheehy at the Penrith City Council Meeting
on 16 September 2002.
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Ordinary Meeting
30 September 2002

Penrith City Council
____________________________________________________________
A COUNCIL COMMITTED TO PROVIDING THE HIGHEST QUALITY SERVICE TO ITS CUSTOMERS

25 September 2002
Dear Councillor,
In pursuance of the provisions of the Local Government Act, 1993 and Regulations thereunder,
notice is hereby given that an ORDINARY MEETING of Penrith City Council is to be held in
the Council Chambers, Civic Centre, 601 High Street, Penrith on Monday 30 September, 2002 at
7.00pm.
Attention is directed to the statement accompanying this notice of the business proposed to be
transacted at the meeting.
Yours faithfully
Alan Travers
General Manager
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PRAYER
“Sovereign God, tonight as we gather together as a
Council we affirm that you are the giver and sustainer
of life. We come together as representatives of our
community to make decisions that will benefit this city
and the people within it.
We come not in a spirit of competition, not as
adversaries, but as colleagues. Help us to treat each
other with respect, with dignity, with interest and with
honesty. Help us not just to hear the words we say, but
also to hear each others hearts. We seek to be wise in
all that we say and do.
As we meet, our concern is for this city.
wisdom, courage and strength.

Grant us

Lord, help us. We pray this in the name of Jesus Christ
our Lord. Amen.”

Statement of Recognition of Penrith City’s
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Cultural Heritage

Council values the unique status of Aboriginal people as
the original owners and custodians of lands and waters,
including the land and waters of Penrith City.
Council values the unique status of Torres Strait Islander
people as the original owners and custodians of the
Torres Strait Islands and surrounding waters.
We work together for a united Australia and City that
respects this land of ours, that values the diversity of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural heritage,
and provides justice and equity for all.
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PENRITH CITY COUNCIL
MEETING CALENDAR

October 2002 – December 2002

TIME
Ordinary Meetings

OCT

NOV

DEC

Mon

Mon
11

Mon
2

14

18#

16

21

25

9

7.00 pm

Policy Review Committee 7.00 pm

Council has two Ordinary Meetings per month where practicable. Extraordinary Meetings are held as required.
Policy Review Meetings are held monthly.
Members of the public are invited to observe at meetings of the Council. Should you wish to address Council, please contact
The Public Officer, Peter Huxley on 47327649.
# Meetings at which the Management Plan quarterly review is tabled and discussed.
* Meeting at which the Management Plan for 2002/2003 is adopted
^ Mayoral Election

UNCONFIRMED MINUTES
OF THE ORDINARY MEETING OF PENRITH CITY COUNCIL HELD IN THE
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, PENRITH
ON MONDAY 16 SEPTEMBER 2002 AT 7.04 PM

PRAYER
The meeting opened with the National Anthem and the Prayer read by Reverend Neil
Checkley.
PRESENT
His Worship the Mayor Councillor Pat Sheehy, Councillors J Aitken, J Bateman, D
Bradbury, G Davies, G Evans, R Fowler, J Greenow, A Khan, C O’Neill, C O'Toole,
K Paluzzano, and J Thain.
His Worship the Mayor then read a statement of recognition of Penrith City’s Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander cultural heritage.
APOLOGIES
1085 RESOLVED on the MOTION that Councillor Simat was in attendance at a
Conference previously approved by Council and Councillor Bailey was on Leave of Absence
previously approved by Council.
MAYORAL MINUTE
The Year in Review
His Worship the Mayor Councillor Pat Sheehy reflected on Council’s achievements over the
past year. Some significant achievements were the boost to cultural facilities like the Joan
Sutherland Performing Arts Centre and Penrith Regional Gallery and the Lewers Bequest and
Penrith’s foot paving program.
The Mayor thanked the Deputy Mayor for her outstanding efforts and support, as well as, his
fellow Councillors for their co-operative nature and the General Manager, Directors and Staff
for their commitment and professionalism.
The Mayor personally thanked his wife Lorraine and family for their support.
1086 RESOLVED on the MOTION of His Worship the Mayor, Councillor Sheehy
seconded Councillor Greenow that the Mayoral Minute be adopted.
Councillors Greenow, Bradbury, Bateman, Fowler, O’Neill, Evans, Aitken, Thain
congratulated the Mayor, Councillor Sheehy on his achievements over the last year.
The General Manager, Alan Travers, on behalf of the staff of Penrith City Council
congratulated the Mayor and Deputy Mayor for their efforts.
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Election of Mayor
His Worship the Mayor, Councillor Pat Sheehy handed over to the Returning Officer – the
General Manager, Alan Travers to conduct the election of the Mayor.
The Returning Officer indicated that he had received two nominations in the name of
Councillor Davies and Councillor Fowler for the position of Mayor and asked whether there
were any other nominations.
No other nominations were received.
The Returning Officer declared the nominations to be in order and accepted.
1087 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Bradbury seconded Councillor Greenow
that in the event of more than one Councillor being nominated, the method of voting for the
office of Mayor and Deputy Mayor be by Open Voting.
The votes were received:
Councillor Davies
Councillor Fowler

10
3

The Returning Officer declared Councillor Davies duly elected as Mayor for the 2002/2003
Mayoral Term.
His Worship the Mayor, Councillor Greg Davies took the chair and addressed the meeting.
He thanked his fellow Councillors for the opportunity. He congratulated Councillor Sheehy
and Councillor Greenow for their outstanding contributions as Mayor and Deputy Mayor. He
thanked his wife Robyn and family for their support.
Councillors Fowler, Bradbury, Sheehy, Greenow, Thain, O’Neill, Bateman, Aitken, Evans
and Paluzzano congratulated the newly elected Mayor Councillor Greg Davies.
Election of Deputy Mayor
1088 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor Bradbury
that Council elect a Deputy Mayor.
His Worship the Mayor, Councillor Davies then handed over to the Returning Officer – the
General Manager, Alan Travers to conduct the election for the position of Deputy Mayor.
The Returning Officer indicated that he had received one nomination for the position of
Deputy Mayor and asked whether there were any other nominations.
No other nominations were received.
The Returning Officer declared Councillor Greenow duly elected as Deputy Mayor for the
2002/2003 Deputy Mayoral Term.
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His Worship the Mayor, Councillor Greg Davies congratulated Councillor Greenow and said
that he looked forward to working together.
Councillors Davies, Bateman, Sheehy, Thain, Fowler, Evans, and Aitken congratulated the
newly elected Deputy Mayor Councillor Jackie Greenow.
The General Manager, Alan Travers offered congratulations on behalf of staff of Penrith City
Council to both Councillor Davies and Councillor Greenow. He said that staff are committed
to supporting them both for the upcoming year.
The Deputy Mayor, Councillor Greenow congratulated His Worship the Mayor, Councillor
Davies and also said that she looked forward to working with him during this term.
Councillor Khan left the meeting the time being 7:53PM and did not return.
CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Ordinary Meeting – 2 September 2002
1089 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor O’Neill that
the minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of 2 September 2002 be confirmed.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Councillor Bateman declared a Pecuniary Interest in Item 2 – Property Matter 449134 in
Committee of the Whole as he is a partner in a firm of Solicitors who acts on behalf of the
property owner.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS
1090 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Greenow seconded Councillor Bateman
that Standing Orders be suspended to allow Mrs Norma Thornburn, Mr Andrew Rickells, Mr
Thomas Williams, Ms Sonya Yeatman, Mr Stephen Elbourn, Mr John Saliba, Mr Joseph
Farrugia and Mr Frank Pirovic to address the meeting, the time being 7.55PM
•

Mrs Norma Thorburn, resident of St Marys addressed Council on the St Mary’s Spring
Festival.
Mrs Thorburn thanked Council for their contribution and advised that the Spring Festival
was a huge success. She advised there were approximately 35,000 in attendance and the
festival had 148 stalls and 48 groups in the grand parade.

•

Mr Andrew Rickells, resident of Glenmore Park spoke on Item 1 – Development
Application – Home Business – Hand and Feet Sculptures on Lot 4657 DP 825892 (No.
6) Bradyn Place, Glenmore Park.
Mr Rickells raised concerns regarding the safety of children because of the potential
danger when clients reverse out of driveways. He also stated there would be increased
traffic in the street. Mr Rickells stated that the business would be better suited to a small
factory complex as the business will impact on the existing residents way of life.
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Mr Thomas Williams, resident of Glenmore Park spoke on Item 1 – Development
Application – Home Business – Hand and Feet Sculptures on Lot 4657 DP 825892 (No.
6) Bradyn Place, Glenmore Park.
Mr Williams spoke on behalf of the residents who submitted a petition to Council. He
raised concerns regarding the consultation process with Council officers, the applicants
and residents. Mr Williams also raised issues relating to traffic, safety of children and the
possibility of increased in theft in the area by money being stored on premises,.

•

Ms Sonya Yeatman, resident of Glenmore Park spoke on Item 1 – Development
Application – Home Business – Hand and Feet Sculptures on Lot 4657 DP 825892 (No.
6) Bradyn Place, Glenmore Park
Ms Yeatman raised concerns relating to privacy of existing residents, hours of operation,
increased traffic, noise, security and safety issues with clients visiting the business.

•

Mr Stephen Elbourn, resident of Claremont Meadows spoke on Item 1 – Development
Application – Home Business – Hand and Feet Sculptures on Lot 4657 DP 825892 (No.
6) Bradyn Place, Glenmore Park
Mr Elbourn, the proprietor of the business outlined the history and the nature of the
business. He advised Council that he had agreed to additional conditions of consent
being placed on the development application to ensure neighbourly relations are
maintained.

•

Mr John Saliba, resident of Llandilo spoke on Item 2 – Development Application for the
Erection of a Shed to Temporarily Store Poultry Manure at Lot 213 DP 752037 (No. 192)
Sixth Avenue, Llandilo.
Mr Saliba spoke on behalf of his father and mother in law. He raised concerns regarding
the consultation process with residents. He requested Council defer the matter pending
further consultation being undertaken with the residents, Council and the applicant.

•

Mr Joseph Farrugia, resident of Llandilo spoke on Item 2 – Development Application for
the Erection of a Shed to Temporarily Store Poultry Manure at Lot 213 DP 752037 (No.
192) Sixth Avenue, Llandilo.
Mr Farrugia raised environmental concerns regarding odour and height of the poultry
shed. He stated the shed would be 11.5 metres in height where Council have only
previously permitted a height of 5.5 metres.

•

Mr Frank Pirovic, resident of Llandilo spoke on Item 2 – Development Application for
the Erection of a Shed to Temporarily Store Poultry Manure at Lot 213 DP 752037 (No.
192) Sixth Avenue, Llandilo.
Mr Pirovic advised Council he has spent 9 months in consultation with Penrith City
Council and NSW Agriculture and he said that during that time options for the location of
the shed were considered to maximise buffer zones. Mr Pirovic stated he employs over
35 local people. He also stated that he provides special dietary food to the chickens to
reduce odour.
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RESUMPTION OF STANDING ORDERS
1091 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Greenow seconded Councillor Evans
that Standing Orders be resumed the time being 8:43PM
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
Local Traffic Committee – 2 September 2002
Councillor Paluzzano requested her name also be placed as raising the matter regarding the
Great Western Highway/Parker Street, Penrith – Parking Problems. She also requested that a
letter be sent to the person who requested the matter .
1092 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Paluzzano seconded Councillor Toole
that the recommendations LTC117 to LTC132 contained in the Minutes and Report of the
Local Traffic Committee Meeting of 2 September 2002 be adopted.
Economic Development and Employment Committee – 3 September 2002
1093 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Bateman seconded Councillor Evans that
the recommendations EDEC11 to EDEC13 contained in the Minutes and Report of the
Economic Development and Employment Committee Meeting of 3 September 2002 be
adopted.
Children’s Services Review Working Party – 9 September 2002
1094 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Greenow seconded Councillor O’Neill
that the recommendations CHSR4 to CHSR6 contained in the Minutes and Report of the
Children’s Services Review Working Party Meeting of 9 September 2002 be adopted.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
4

Waste 2002 Conference

7004/8 Pt 7

1095 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Aitken seconded Councillor Greenow
that Council agrees to the attendance of Cr Steve Simat at the Waste 2002 Conference at
Coffs Harbour on 16-18 October 2002.
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Development Application - Home Business - Hand and Feet
Sculptures on Lot 4657 DP 825892 (No. 6) Bradyn Place,
Glenmore Park. Applicant: S Elbourn. Owner: S and B
Elbourn.

DA02/1309

RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Bradbury seconded Councillor Sheehy

That:
(A)
Development Application 02/1309 to commence a home business “Twinkle
Toes – Baby hand and Feet Sculptures” on Lot 4657 DP 825892 (No. 6) Bradyn
Place, Glenmore Park be approved subject to the following standard conditions, as
adopted by Council, and the Special Conditions discussed in this report:
Standard Conditions
A002(approved plans), A032(goods in building), D028(work confined within
building)
Special Conditions
1. The Material Safety Data Sheets for all materials used in the preparation and
making of the sculptures are to be made available to Council staff for viewing
prior to the commencement of the use .
2

No more than five (5) customers are permitted to attend the site each day.
Customer visits to the site are to be arranged on an appointment only basis so that:
•

No more than one (1) customer is on the premises at one time, and

•

No more than 2 customer cars are parked on the site at any one time.

A daily log is to be maintained documenting the number of customer visits to the site
each day. The log is to be available for inspection at the request of Penrith City
Council.
3

The operating hours are from 9:00am to 5:30pm Mondays to Fridays and 9:00am
to 12:30pm Saturdays. No work is to be carried out on Sundays.

4

Deliveries of materials used in the business are to be limited to once a fortnight
and are to be carried out during the approved hours of operation of the business.

5

A completed waste management plan shall be submitted to Penrith City Council
for approval. Council must approve the plan before commencement of the use.

The waste management plan shall be prepared in accordance with Penrith
Development Control Plan 2000 – Controls for the management and minimisation of
waste, and shall address the type of materials, estimated volumes (m3) or area (m2),
re-use or recycling methods.
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The approved waste management plan shall be implemented during the operation of
the Home Business.
6

The ”home business” shall not involve:
•

The employment of persons other than the permanent residents of the
dwelling; or

•

The exhibition of an advertisement
(other than an unilluminated
advertisement, a maximum of 1.2m x 0.6m, exhibited on the dwelling house or
dwelling to indicate the name or occupation of the resident); or

•

The interference with the amenity of the neighbourhood by reason of the
emission of noise, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke, vapour, steam, soot, ash,
dust, waste water, waste products, grit or oil, or the like; or

•

Interference with the amenity of the neighbourhood due to the generation of
vehicular traffic, the reduction of car parking in the vicinity of the site, visits
by customers or clients, or the like; or

•

Exposure to view, from an adjacent premises or from any public place, of any
unsightly matter; or

•

The provision of any essential service main of a greater capacity than that
available in the locality; or

•

A brothel.

7

Customers vehicles associated with the home business are to be parked within the
driveway area of the premises which is doing business. Parking in the street /
kerbside is not permitted.

8

A 1.2 metre open style boundary fence is to be constructed along the common
boundary between No. 4 & 6 Bradyn Place Glenmore Park, at the cost of the
applicant and prior to the commencement of the home business. Details of the
fence are to be submitted for approval prior to the construction of the fence.

9

The street number of the premises is to be displayed in a prominent position on
the site or dwelling to assist customer identification. Details are to be provided for
Council’s approval prior to commencement of the use and erection of the number.
(B)

That those people who made a submission with respect to the application
be advised of Council’s decision

(C)

A 12 month trial be undertaken.

(D)

Staff be congratulated on the rigour on which this assessment was carried
out.

(E)

A report be presented to Council via the BA/DA working party on Home
Business and Home Activities and the impact to the LEP.
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Development Application for the erection of a shed to
temporarily store poultry manure at Lot 213 DP 752037 (No.
192) Sixth Avenue, Llandilo. Applicant: F Pirovic. Owner: F, M
& P Pirovic.

1097

DA02/0503

RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor Fowler

That:
A. Development Application 02/0503 to construct a shed for the temporary storage of
poultry manure on Lot 213 DP 752037 (No 192 Sixth Avenue) be approved
subject to the following standard conditions, as adopted by Council, and the
Special Conditions discussed in this report.
B. Those people who made a submission be advised of Council’s decision.
Standard Conditions
A002 (Option 1 approved plans), A008 (BCA), A028 (fencing), A029(hours of
operation), A016(building use), A034(building finishes), D006 (earthworks), D010
(excavation material),D031 (operating noise),G002 (water services), G003(electrical
services),H001 (site works), H004 (hours of construction), H005 (a) (sediment &
erosion control), B006(noise control),I002 (Road Act Requirements), K025 (vehicular
access), L008 (landscaping),Q001 (appointment of PCA).
Special Conditions
1. Manure stored within the shed shall only be sourced from the poultry farm located
at Lot 215 DP 752037.
2. Recommended odour safeguards and control measures shall be implemented in
accordance with the Odour Impact Assessment Report, dated 15 May 2002,
prepared by Dick Benbow and Associates Pty Ltd. Particular attention is drawn to
the following:
§

Manure removal from the poultry sheds and its relocation to the storage shed
is to be carried out as quickly as possible to minimise the disturbance period

§

Each shed is to be satisfactorily cleaned out at the end of each batch cycle

§

All manure in the storage shed is to be maintained in a dry and friable
condition

§

Proprietary products are to be added to the manure within the first seven
weeks of the growth cycle to reduce potential odour

§

An odour compliance study is to be completed 3 months after commencement
of the use and submitted to Council. The Environmental Management Plan for
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the site is to be updated to include any recommendations for additional odour
control or procedures resulting from the study. A copy of the amended
Environmental Management Plan is to be submitted to Council.
3. All activity shall be carried out in accordance with the Environmental
Management Plan (EMP) dated 9 August 2002, prepared by Frank Pirovic except
where the EMP is inconsistent with a condition of this consent. The EMP shall be
subject to annual review. The review shall incorporate consultation with Council
and the community. A copy of the review and any updated EMP shall be
submitted for Council approval. A register of complaints shall be kept and must be
available to Council at the time of review. The register must keep sufficient detail
on the time and nature of the complaints and what action has been taken to resolve
the issue.
4. Manure is to be stored in the shed for a maximum period of 26 days every 12
weeks. No manure shall be stored outdoors.
5. All vehicles transporting manure to the site shall have their loads satisfactorily
covered with water proof covers.
6. All spillages shall be contained and cleaned up. Clean-up of manure is restricted
to dry methods such as loaders, trucks, brooms, blowers and vacuuming.
7. Vehicles delivering manure to the site shall only be admitted if their contents were
loaded undercover during wet weather and the load was satisfactorily protected by
a waterproof cover.
8. Wet or damp manure shall not be transported to, stored or disposed of on the site.
9. All landscaping depicted on landscape plan Option 1, Drawing No 1 dated 30 July
2002 which forms part of this consent, shall be completed in accordance with that
plan. The following series of reports relating to landscaping are required to be
prepared by an accredited landscape architect or arborist and are to be submitted
to Council at the appropriate time periods as listed below.
Maintenance Report
§

12 months after the issuing of an occupation certificate an accredited landscape
architect or arborist is required to provide to Council a Landscape Maintenance
Report. This is to certify that the landscape works are still in accordance with the
consent and the plant material is alive and thriving.

3 Year Landscaping Report
§

3 years after the issuing of an occupation certificate an accredited landscape
architect or arborist is required to provide to Council a 3 Year Landscaping
Report. This is to certify one of the following:

•

Landscaping has matured and is in accordance with original landscape approval.
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The landscaping has not matured in accordance with the original design
philosophy and requires significant restoration. If this is the case restoration plans
are to be submitted to Council for approval and implemented at the expense of the
property owners.

Landscaping shall be maintained in a healthy state and maintained in perpetuity by the
existing or future owners and occupiers of the property. If any of the vegetation
comprising that landscaping dies or is removed, it is to be replaced with vegetation of
the same species and, to the greatest extent practicable, the same maturity, as the
vegetation which died or was removed.
11 Driveway entry and exit to be a minimum width of 10m and to be used and
signposted accordingly
Councillor O’Toole and Councillor Evans left the meeting the time being 9.10PM.
Councillor O’Toole returned to the meeting the time being 9.13PM.
Councillor Evans returned to the meeting the time being 9.15PM.
3

Inspection of land for noxious weeds prior to dedication or
transfer to Council

41/1

1098 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Greenow seconded Councillor Thain
that Council adopts the formal procedure for the inspection of land for noxious weeds prior to
transfer or dedication.
5

Kingswood Neighbourhood Centre Update

1350/14

1099 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Paluzzano seconded Councillor Aitken
That:
1.
The report on the timeframe for the Kingswood Neighbourhood Centre project
be received.
2.

Regular detailed monthly reports identifying any extra issues or line items of
the Gantt chart for August 26th 2002.

6.

Transfer of Land at Regatta Park, Emu Plains by Planning
NSW

1100

RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor O’Toole seconded Councillor Fowler

That:
1.

Council agree to the transfer of the lands described in the report from Planning
NSW within the Regatta Park area of Emu Plains.
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The Common Seal of the Council of the City of Penrith be placed on the
transfer of the lands subject to this report.

Councillor Fees

10/11 Pt 5

1101 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor O’Neill seconded Councillor Greenow
that the information concerning Councillor Fees be received.
9

1102

Summary of Investments & Banking - 31 July to 27 August
2002

6021/4

RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor O’Neill seconded Councillor Greenow

That:

10

1.

the Certificate of the Responsible Accounting Officer, Statement of General
Fund Bank Balances as at 27 August 2002 and the Summary of Investments
for the period 31 July 2002 to 27 August 2002 be noted and accepted;

2.

the graphical investment analysis as at 27 August 2002 be noted.

Council Property - Chapman Gardens, Kingswood

304940

1103 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor O’Neill seconded Councillor Greenow
That:
1.
A Primary Application be made over the “paper” roads within Chapman
Gardens and all the lands consolidated into one (1) Lot.
2.

7

The Common Seal of the Council of the City of Penrith be placed on all
necessary documentation.

Status of State Government Issues Affecting Penrith

36/29

1104 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor O’Toole seconded Councillor Bradbury
That:
1.

the report on the status of State Government issues affecting Penrith be
received and noted.
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2.

Penrith City Council write to the relevant State Ministers and copies be sent to
the Directors General of Agencies seeking information on the timing of the
action.

3.

A further report be presented to Council on bus only ways.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
QWN1
Councillor Greenow requested that Council contribute $2500.00 towards
construction of a bus shelter in conjunction with State Records. Cost of the bus shelter will
be approximately $5000.00 - State Records will pay $2500.00. The remaining amount to
come from North Ward Voted Works $833.00, South Ward Voted Works $833.00 and East
Wards $834.00. Councillor Bradbury requested that there be consultation with the
landowners that lived near the proposed site of the new bus shelter.
His Worship the Mayor rules that the matter was urgent and that it be dealt with at this
meeting.
1105 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Greenow seconded Councillor Bradbury
that Council contribute $2500.00 towards construction of a bus shelter in conjunction with
State Records. The amount to come from North Ward Voted Works $833.00, South Ward
Voted Works $833.00 and East Wards $834.00.
QWN2 Councillor Bateman requested a memo regarding the ability of trucks to comply with
the keep left sign at the roundabout on the corner of 8th and 2nd Avenues, Llandilo.
QWN3 Councillor Bateman requested a memo regarding information on blue cats eyes to
mark roadside hydrants.
QWN4 Councillor Bateman requested a copy of the formal response to Mr Brooks
correspondence on Boral to be circulated to all Councillors.
QWN5
Councillor Bateman and Councillor O’Neill requested a memo regarding
Development Issues in Grays Lane, Cranebrook and that a meeting be set up between North
Ward Councillors, relevant Council officers, Mr & Mrs Hawkins and Mr & Mrs Cairns to
discuss development issues.
QWN6 Councillor Aitken also requested a memo regarding the issues raised in the letter
received from Mr Scott Brooks. He asked that all the issues raised in the letter be responded
to.
QWN7 Councillor Sheehy requested a memo on the status of the request to provide fencing
at Kingswood Park Community Centre.
QWN8 Councillor Sheehy requested a report on issues raised by Mr Masters about a timely
responses to the clearing of land at Cranebrook. Councillor Sheehy requested a report
outlining present procedures and suggested strategies to achieve a more reasonable outcome.
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QWN9 Councillor Thain requested the Mulberry tree in Oleander St near Parklawn Place be
replaced with a more appropriate tree.
Councillor Aitken left the meeting the time being 9.35PM.
QWN10 Councillor Thain requested a memo on the fairness to pensioners in the registration
fee differential relating to non desexed older dogs.
QWN11 Councillor Thain requested an investigation and a follow up memo regarding the
visibility and safety of the traffic island on Forrester and Glossop Sts.
QWN12 Councillor O’Toole requested a report on Council’s parking code and the
calculations used to require developments to provide a certain number of car parking places.
The report is to include a status report on the review requested following the approval of the
Specialist Medical Centre on Barber Ave.
QWN13 Councillor O’Toole requested a report to Council on the renaming of “Southlands
Oval” to “Eileen Cammack Soccer Fields” and “Southlands Park” to “Jim Scott Park”.
QWN14 Councillor Paluzzano gave notice of an urgent report for Committee of the Whole
as the report refers to commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if disclosed
prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied it and discussion of the matter
in open meeting would be, on balance, contrary to the public interest.
QWN15 Councillor Paluzzano requested a report to Council regarding Egeria Densa that
outlines noxious weed classification regarding not for sale and submission to NSW
Agriculture in relation to this classification.
His Worship the Mayor, Councillor Greg Davies advised that Mr Rod Wood, Councils new
Building Services Manager was attending his first meeting tonight.
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
1106 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Bradbury seconded Councillor Fowler
that the meeting adjourn to the Committee of the Whole to deal with the following matters,
the time being 9.40PM.
1

Presence of the Public

CW1 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Bradbury seconded Councillor Fowler that
the press and public be excluded from Committee of the Whole to deal with the following
matters
Council's Operating Environment
2

Property Matter

449134
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This item has been referred to Committee of the Whole as the report refers to
information that would, if disclosed, confer a commercial advantage on a person
with whom the Council is conducting (or proposes to conduct) business and
discussion of the matter in open meeting would be, on balance, contrary to the
public interest.
General Business Item
3.

Mobile Kiosk Tench Reserve

This item has been referred to committee of the whole as the report refers to
commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if disclosed prejudice
the commercial position of the person who supplied it and discussion of the matter
in open meeting would be, on balance, contrary to the public interest.

The meeting resumed at 9.45PM and the General Manager reported that the Committee of
the Whole met at 9.40PM on Monday 16 September 2002, the following being present
His Worship the Mayor Councillor Davies, Councillors J Aitken, J Bateman, D Bradbury, G
Davies, G Evans, R Fowler, J Greenow, C O’Neill, C O'Toole, K Paluzzano, P Sheehy, and J
Thain and the Committee of the Whole excluded the press and public from the meeting for
the reasons set out in CW1 and that the Committee of the Whole submitted the following
recommendations to Council.
CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS
RECOMMENDATION
2

General Business Item – Mobile Kiosk Tench Reserve

CW2 A MOTION was MOVED by Councillor Paluzzano seconded Councillor Bradbury
that the matter be investigated and reported back to Council.
3

Property Matter

449134

Councillor Bateman declared an Pecuniary Interest in Item 2 in Committee of the Whole as
he is a partner in a firm of Solicitors who acts on behalf of the property owner. Councillor
Bateman left the meeting and took no part in the debate or voting.
RECOMMENDATION
CW3 A MOTION was MOVED by Councillor Aitken seconded Councillor Fowler
That:
1.
Council offer to purchase the property in North Street, Penrith on the terms
and Conditions No. 1 – 4 as summarised in the report.
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2.

The Common Seal of the Council of the City of Penrith be placed on all
necessary documentation.

3.

Upon purchase, the land be classified as “Operational”.

ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
Councillor Bateman returned to the meeting the time being 9.45PM.
1107 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Bateman seconded Councillor Greenow
that the recommendation contained in the Committee of the Whole and shown as CW1 to
CW.2 be adopted.
There being no further business the Chairperson declared the meeting closed the time being
9.47PM.
Confirmed
Chairperson
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PENRITH CITY COUNCIL
Procedure for Addressing Meetings
Anyone can request permission to address a meeting, providing that the number of
speakers is limited to three in support of any proposal and three against.
Any request about an issue or matter on the Agenda for the meeting can be lodged
with the General Manager or Public Officer up until 12 noon on the day of the
meeting.
Prior to the meeting the person who has requested permission to address the
meeting will need to provide the Public Officer with a written statement of the
points to be covered during the address in sufficient detail so as to inform the
Councillors of the substance of the address and a written copy of any questions to
be asked of the Council in order that responses to those questions can be provided
in due course.
In addition, prior to addressing the meeting a person addressing Council or
Committee will be informed that they do not enjoy any privilege and that
permission to speak may be withdrawn should they make inappropriate comments.
It should be noted that speakers at meetings of the Council or Committee do not
have absolute privilege (parliamentary privilege). A speaker who makes any
potentially offensive or defamatory remarks about any other person may render
themselves open to legal action.
Prior to addressing the meeting the person will be required to sign the following
statement:
“I (name) understand that the meeting I intend to address on (date) is a
public meeting. I also understand that should I say or present any material
that is inappropriate, I may be subject to legal action. I also acknowledge
that I have been informed to obtain my own legal advice about the
appropriateness of the material that I intend to present at the above
mentioned meeting”.
Should a person fail to sign the above statement then permission to address either
the Council or Committee will not be granted.
The Public Officer or Minute Clerk will speak to those people who have requested
permission to address the meeting, prior to the meeting at 6.45pm, to collect copies
of documentation and signed statements and will advise them of the procedure to be
followed.

It is up to the Council or Committee to decide if the request to address the meeting
will be granted.
Where permission is to be granted the Council or Committee, at the appropriate
time, will suspend only so much of the Standing Orders to allow the address to
occur.
The Chairperson will then call the person up to the lectern or speaking area.
The person addressing the meeting needs to clearly indicate:
•

Their name;

•

Organisation or group they are representing (if applicable);

•

Details of the issue to be addressed and the item number of the report in the
Business Paper;

•

Whether they are opposing or supporting the issue or matter (if applicable)
and the action they would like the meeting to take;

•

The interest of the speaker (e.g. affected person, neighbour, applicant,
applicants spokesperson, interested citizen etc).

Each person then has five minutes to make their address. The Council or
Committee can extend this time if they consider if appropriate, however, everyone
needs to work on the basis that the address will be for five minutes only.
Councillors may have questions about the address so people are asked to remain at
the lectern or in the speaking area until the Chairperson has thanked them.
When this occurs, they should then return to their seat.

Peter Huxley
Public Officer
02 4732 7649

July 2002

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION
OF THE POLICY REVIEW COMMITTEE MEETING OF PENRITH CITY
COUNCIL HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS, PENRITH
ON MONDAY 23 SEPTEMBER 2002 AT 7.00 PM

PRESENT
His Worship the Mayor Councillor Greg Davies, Councillors J Aitken, J Bateman, D Bailey,
G Davies, R Fowler, J Greenow, C O’Neill, K Paluzzano, P Sheehy, and J Thain.
APOLOGIES
PR82 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor Bailey that
apologies be received and accepted from Councillors D Bradbury (arrived 7.31PM), G Evans
(arrived 7.15PM), A Khan, C O'Toole and S Simat (arrived 7.30PM).
CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Policy Review Meeting – 26 August 2002
PR83 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Fowler seconded Councillor Aitken that
the minutes of the Policy Review Meeting of 26 August 2002 be confirmed.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Councillor Bateman declared a non pecuniary interest in Item 2 as he is a Patron of the
Foundation for Creative Enterprise (FCE).
Councillor Bateman declared a pecuniary interest in Item 5 & 6 as he is a Partner for a firm
of Solicitors undertaking work for the Penrith Lakes Development Corporation.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS
PR84 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Paluzzano seconded Councillor Thain
that Standing Orders be suspended to allow Mr Rodney Watson to address the meeting the
time being 7.10PM.
Mr Rodney Watson representing the Penrith Valley Sports Foundation on addressed Council
on Item 3 – Administering of Donations to Sportspersons.
Mr Watson outlined the history of the establishment of the Foundation and the Penrith City
Council policy on donations for Penrith Sports Persons. He proposed to Council that the
Penrith Valley Sports Foundation administer the donations on behalf of Council.
Mr Watson advised Council the advantages to his proposal were the saving of Council staff
time, saving double handling in advising successful grant recipients between Council and the
Foundation, involvement of a Councillor and Senior Council Officer on the committee,
greater media coverage and greater opportunity for recipients to be more heavily involved in
promoting sport to the Penrith Community.
Mr Watson recommended:
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1. That the administration and approval of Donations to Amateur Sportspersons – Interstate
and Overseas Travel currently authorised under Council Policy 2.2.10 be transferred to
the Penrith Valley Sports Foundation.
2. That the funds appropriated for sports donations each year be transferred to the Penrith
Valley Sports Foundation.
3. That the Penrith Valley Sports Foundation restrict donations to eligible persons who are
residents in the Penrith Local Government area or is a member of a sporting body
affiliated with the Foundation.
4. That the Penrith Valley Sports Foundation provide bi-monthly reports to Council of
donations approved.
5. That Penrith Council audit the operations of the Penrith Valley Sports Foundation on an
annual basis.
Councillor Greenow advised the meeting that the Rural Fire Service State Championships
that were held in Penrith on 21-22 September 2002. She congratulated Greg Speed Captain
of the Orchard Hills Fire Brigade on their placing.
Councillor Greenow advised that Berkshire Park seniors gained 3rd placing in an event,
Orchard Hills seniors gained 2nd overall State Champions, Llandilo Cadets gained three 2nd
placings, one 3rd placing and 2nd overall State Champions, Orchard Hills cadets gained one 1st
placing, two 2nd placings and one 3rd placing and were 3rd overall State Champions.
Mr Greg Speed thanked Council for their support and for hosting the Championships which
allowed the opportunity for local teams to participate.
RESUMPTION OF STANDING ORDERS
PR85 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor Greenow
that Standing Orders be resumed the time being 7.15PM.
Councillor Evans arrived the time being 7.15PM.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
No reports were received.
MASTER PROGRAM REPORTS
The City in its Environment
1

Visit by Waste Service NSW

7004/8

Barry Ryan, Council’s Waste and Community Protection Manager introduced the report and
guest presenters Mr Mike Ritchie and Mr Peter Rimmer from the Waste Services NSW.
Mr Ritchie presented an overview of the Waste Services NSW new business direction. He
highlighted the organisations position to ensure economic viability and environmental
benefits.
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Mr Ritchie described the nature of the proposed facility and buildings in the utilisation of
alternative waste technologies. He stated the first facility would be established at Eastern
Creek in approximately January 2004. Other facilities would be established in Chullora,
Jacks Gully, Belrose, Seven Hills and a facility in the eastern suburbs.
He stated the benefit to Council would be the reduced costs in the long term.
Councillor Simat arrived the time being 7.30PM.
Councillor Bradbury arrived the time being 7.31PM.
Mr Ritchie advised of four options for Council to consider. Those options were:
§ A pricing agreement where there would be no contractual obligations on Council
and Council would receive a rebate at the end of the 12 month period.
§ A tender and contract similar to the Fairfield model
§ Cocktail gate price which was based on casual usage
§ Council commits agreed tonnage similar to the South Windsor Model.
He advised that Waste Services NSW could offer no risk to Council, flexibility in supply
arrangements, reduced transition risks to Council and capital funding for the facility.
Councillor Paluzzano requested information on the length of time the facility was operating
in Italy.
Mr Ritchie advised it was approximately 10 – 20 years.
Councillor Paluzzano asked whether there was a market for low grade compost.
Mr Ritchie advised there were some and that they were negotiating with State Forest to use
the compost for old mine sites.
Councillor Paluzzano asked what sort of tonnage was produced in Milan.
Mr Ritchie advised 200,000 tonnes of garbage provided 120,000 tonnes per annum of
compost, 20% land fill and the remainder was moisture loss and gas.
Councillor Thain asked whether the Global Renewal Technology was an Australian
Company.
Mr Ritchie advised the company was Australian owned.
Councillor Paluzzano asked where other facilities were operating.
Mr Ritchie advised Europe, Canada, USA and there were approximately 30 facilities
worldwide.
Bruce MacDonald, Director City Strategy asked whether Waste Services NSW domination of
the market would lead to increased costs in the long term.
Mr Ritchie advised that market domination was unlikely and that the trend was in the
opposite direction towards a more fragmented market.
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PR86 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Thain seconded Councillor Paluzzano
that Council receives the presentation from Waste Service NSW.
2

Penrith Valley Water Sculpture Park

4116/28

Councillor Bateman declared a non pecuniary interest in Item 2 as he is a Patron of (FCE)
and took no part in the debate or voting.
Gary Dean, Council’s Facilities Operations Manager introduced the report and Mavis
Reynolds who described the sculpture park (outdoor museum) seeking Council’s support for
grant funding.
Mavis Reynolds gave an overview of the concept and work done to date on progress of the
Water Sculpture Park . She highlighted the unique international significance of the park and
benefits to Penrith. She also mentioned that there were four elements to the project which
were an outdoor museum, a performance space, children’s play sculptures and corporate
sponsored sculptures.
Mavis Reynolds requested that Council match State government grant funding dollar for
dollar at an estimated cost of $25,000 to undertake a feasibility study that would cost
$50,000.
Councillor Greenow asked whether she had sought supporting letters from local members of
Parliament and Planning NSW.
Mavis Reynolds advised she had and that the State Government had suggested that she
approach Penrith City Council to assist with the grant funding and application.
PR87 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Greenow seconded Councillor Simat
That:
1.

Council submit a funding application under the NSW Ministry for the Arts, Visual
Arts and Crafts Program for the Penrith Valley Water Sculpture Park, as outlined in
this report.

2.

Council advise Local Members of Parliament and Planning NSW of the grant
application and seek their support.

3

Administering of Donations to Sportspersons

6016/1 Pt31

PR88 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor Fowler
That:
1.
2.

Council receive the information regarding the administration of donations to
sportspersons.

Further discussions take place with the Penrith Valley Sports Foundation with the
view to determining a strategic direction.
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3.

A further report be presented to the November Policy Review meeting

4.

A further report be presented to Council regarding the proposal for the Foundation of
Creative Enterprises to administer the cultural component of the donations.

Councillors Bailey, Paluzzano and Evans left the meeting and did not return the time being
8.30PM.
4

Community Renewal - North St Marys

1359/4 Pt5

His worship the Mayor, Councillor Davies acknowledged member of the North St Marys
Neighbourhood Centre present at tonight’s meeting. Those members being Mr Don Lawless
– Vice Chairperson of the Committee, Terry McGivern – Coordinator of the Centre and
Laura Williams – Community Development Worker at the Centre. He advised he had
received an apology from Tim Jones – Principal Chifley College Dunheved Campus and
Peter Robinson – Principal North St Marys Public School.
PR89 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Thain seconded Councillor Simat
That:
1.
Council, in partnership with the North St Marys Neighbourhood Centre and
other local stakeholders, lead the North St Marys Community Renewal
process utilising the outcomes of the Workshop as a platform.
2.

Council continue discussions with North St Marys Neighbourhood Centre and
other local stakeholders to develop a concept plan for an enhanced community
facility utilising the existing North St Marys Hall, as outlined in this report.

3.

Council continue to engage with the Premiers Department, the Department of
Housing and the St Marys Rugby League Club to pursue funding contributions
towards the project.

4.

Council receive a further report on the Mt Druitt Community Solutions
Initiative when Cabinet has made a decision on the package later this year.

5.

Council receive a further report on the Better Futures and Aboriginal Child,
Youth and Family Strategies when more information is available.

6.

A letter of thanks be forwarded to the member for Londonderry for his
assistance for Community Solutions.

7.

A report be presented to Council on the progress of discussions.

Councillor Bateman declared a pecuniary interest in Item 5 & 6 as he is a Partner for a firm
of Solicitors undertaking work for the Penrith Lakes Development Corporation. Councillor
Bateman left the meeting and took no part in the debate or voting.
Councillor Bateman did not return to the meeting.
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Update on Penrith Lakes Planning and 6 Penrith Lakes
Planning

4116/26

PR90 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor Fowler that
Item 5 and 6 be dealt with together.
Roger Nethercote, Council’s Environmental Planning Manager introduced the report. He
advised that there were further discussions to take place with Penrith Lakes Development
Corporation which would be reported back to Council.

PR91 RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Sheehy seconded Councillor Fowler
that a further report be presented to Council following discussions with Penrith Lakes
Development Corporation in relation to the issues identified in Item 5 in tonight’s business
paper.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Councillor Greenow requested $200 be allocated to the Neighbourhood Development Team
Erskine Park from East Ward Voted Works.
His Worship the Mayor, Councillor Davies ruled that the matter was urgent.
RESOLVED on the MOTION of Councillor Greenow seconded Councillor Simat that $200
be allocated to the Neighbourhood Development Team Erskine Park from East Ward Voted
Works.
There being no further business the Chairperson declared the meeting closed the time being
8.58PM.
Confirmed
Chairperson
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The City in Its Region
1

Requests for Sponsorship

1000-67

Compiled by:

Paul Page, City Marketing Supervisor

Authorised by:

Geoff Shuttleworth, Economic Development & Marketing
Manager

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 5):
Penrith is recognised widely as an
innovative vibrant and attractive City with an identity distinguishing it from other parts of
Sydney.
02/03 Critical Action: Secure and promote major events and celebrations.
Purpose:
To refer two requests for sponsorship support to Council in accordance with the Event
Sponsorship Policy. These are
1. Rail Infrastructure Corporation Salaried Officers Christmas Picnic
2. The Pratt Foundation 2003 Australian Open Chess Championships
Public Transport Employees Christmas Picnic
This picnic is held for rail, tram, bus and ferry employees and their families. It attracts over
6000 visitors to Penrith Valley. It has been held at Cables Waterski Park for the past six
years but is transferring to the International Regatta Centre for the first time this year.
The organising committee indicates that it supports local businesses in its purchases,
equipment hire and catering and says that last year it spent approximately $124,000 with
local suppliers.
In their proposal the committee has requested support from Council such as the provision of a
few face painters for the children or the supply of bottles of water. In return they are offering
the right to have a promotional stall on the day and the opportunity to include promotional
items in the Show Bags given to children on the day.
The full details of the picnic are set out in the attached business plan.
Negotiations with the organisers since the written proposal was received have settled on the
idea of providing face painters and prizes for a guessing competition as it is now possible that
Sydney Water will provide water. It is therefore recommended that expenditure of up to
$1000 be authorised from the event sponsorship budget to provide the requested support.
It is proposed that copies of the Penrith Valley Experience be supplied for inclusion in the
Show Bags and that a promotional stall be operated at the venue on the day.
Australian Chess Federation Inc. National Chess Championships
These will be held at Panthers World of Entertainment on 2 – 10 January 2003.
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The major sponsor will be the Pratt Foundation. The organisers are seeking a minor
sponsorship of $1125 to cover the cost of hiring a press room at Panthers for the duration of
the event.
It is pleasing to note that this is the first cultural event where sponsorship support has been
sought from Council for some time and it opens a number of additional promotional
opportunities which will be pursued in addition to the sponsorship exposure.
Full details of the event are provided in the documentation in the attachments.
Acknowledgement of Council support
Close liaison with organisers of these and other sponsored events is being maintained in order
to ensure that the guidelines set out in the Event Sponsorship Policy in relation to the use of
the Penrith Valley logo and the Council crest are being followed.
The relevant part of the Event Sponsorship Policy states
•

In event promotional materials and signs, event organisers should use the
•

Penrith Valley logo where it will promote the profile of Penrith Valley to people from
outside the City;

•

Council Crest where the contribution of Council is being acknowledged in relation to
other sponsors;

RECOMMENDATION
That
1. The report on Event Sponsorship Requests be received;
2. Sponsorship support up to a value of $1000 be provided for the Rail Infrastructure Annual
Picnic;
3. Sponsorship support of $1,125 be provided for the National Chess Championships.
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The City in Its Region
2

Western Sydney Industry Awards

1128/19

Compiled by:

Geoff Shuttleworth, Economic Development & City Marketing
Manager

Authorised by:

Bruce McDonald, Director City Strategy

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 5):
Penrith is recognised widely as an
innovative vibrant and attractive City with an identify distinguishing it from other parts of
Sydney.
02/03 Critical Action: Participate in activities of appropriate regional organisations.
Purpose:
To request Council to provide sponsorship for the 2003 Western Sydney Industry Awards
Background
The Western Sydney Industry Awards are an initiative of the Office of Western Sydney to
recognise the excellence and innovation of industry in Western Sydney
Since its inception in 1998, the Minister for Western Sydney, the Hon Kim Yeadon MP, has
launched the awards at Penrith City Council. The 2003 Awards were again launched at
Penrith on 6th September 2002.
The awards continue to be the peak awards for Western Sydney Industry with the 2002
Awards attracting 188 entries in the 12 categories.
Support for the awards has continued to be strong with most Western Sydney Councils
participating along with industry and business, industry associations, chambers of commerce,
State and Federal Government Departments, TAFE and the University of Western Sydney.
Penrith Council has been a Silver Sponsor in each of the last four awards.
The previous awards have been successful in enhancing the profile of Western Sydney
industry at a local, state and federal level. There have been many stories of local and
international business successes as a direct result of winning an award. Penrith business has
featured each year in the finals, with 6 finalists in 2002 and awards won by:
•

•

Penrith Whitewater Stadium
-

Winner – Significant Regional Attraction; and

-

Winner - Adventure Tourism Award

Rondo Building Services Pty Ltd
-

•

Winner – Import Replacement Award

Mamre
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Winner – Small Business of the Year in the Industry Training Section

Fort Dodge Australia
-

•

30 September 2002

Winner – Excellence in Biotechnology Award

Decorative Technologies Group Pty Ltd
-

Highly Commended – Outstanding Achievement by a Manufacturer

Current Situation
As mentioned above the minister for Western Sydney, the Hon Kim Yeadon launched the
Western Sydney Industry Awards for 2003 at Penrith on 6th September 2001. Approximately
300 senior representatives of business and institutions in Western Sydney attended.
The 2003 Awards are again aimed at showcasing the excellence and innovation of industry in
Western Sydney in the following categories:
§ Global Excellence
§ Innovation
§ Advanced Manufacturing Technology
§ Information Technology
§ Biotechnology
§ Environmental Management
§ Business and Corporate Services
§ Corporate Social Responsibility
§ Export
§ Import Replacement
§ Agribusiness
§ Tourism
§ Arts Business
§ Industry Training and Development
§ Entrepreneur and Young Entrepreneur of the Year
The Office of Western Sydney is again seeking Council’s Sponsorship, this time of the 2003
Western Sydney Industry Awards and sponsorship levels are:
§
§
§
§

Platinum
Gold
Silver
Bronze

$33,000 (cash – GST included)
$15,500 cash (incl. GST) or up to $20,000 in cash and/or in kind, plus GST
$8,500 cash (incl. GST) or up to $15,500 in cash and/or in kind, plus GST
$5,000 cash (incl. GST) or up to $8,500 in cash and/or in kind , plus GST

The benefits to be gained from Silver Sponsorship are:
§

Sponsors logo on screen at Awards Gala Dinner Presentation, and other events
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Sponsorship feature in Commemorative Program for Awards Gala Dinner Presentation
Sponsorship featured in special reports/liftouts on Western Sydney Industry/Awards in
the Australian, Sydney Business Review and Cumberland Newspaper Group in the week
following the Awards Presentation Gala Dinner.
Sponsors logo on all publicity material and information kits
Prestige Sponsorship Plaque
Display space at Western Sydney Industry Awards events
5 Complimentary Tickets to Awards Presentation Gala Dinner
10 Complimentary tickets to sponsorship lunches/breakfasts

Conclusion
In the past three years Council has supported the Western Sydney Industry Awards as a
Silver Sponsor. The cost for 2003 is $8,500 which has been allocated for in the Economic
Development budget. The high profile that the awards have developed and the position that
Penrith has held, justifies the expenditure.
Penrith City Council has not only been recognised as a supporter of the awards but more
importantly, through its participation, as a supporter of local business. Penrith Valley
business has performed well in past years and council officers will be encouraging local
business to participate in the 2003 Awards and hopefully gain a greater profile for Penrith,
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1. The report on the Western Sydney Industry Awards be received; and
2. Council provides Sponsorship for the Western Sydney Industry Awards at the
Silver Level, with a cash contribution of $8,500.
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The City in Its Region
3

NSW Rural Fire Service State Championships

1011/25 Pt 5

Compiled by:

Barry Ryan, Waste & Community Protection Manager

Authorised by:

David Burns, Acting Director - City Operations

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 5):
Penrith is recognised widely as an
innovative vibrant and attractive City with an identity distinguishing it from other parts of
Sydney.
02/03 Critical Action: Secure and promote major events and celebrations.
Purpose:
To inform Councillors of the outcomes from the NSW Rural Fire Service State
Championships held in Penrith over the weekend of 21 & 22 September 2002.
Background
In August 2001, Council applied for and was appointed host City for the NSW Rural Fire
Service State Championships for 2002.
The Championships were held over the weekend of 21 & 22 September 2002 at the Penrith
Paceway.
The Championships were not only a test of the Volunteer fire-fighters’ skills and abilities, but
also an opportunity for the Volunteers to meet with other Brigade members from across the
State in a social atmosphere.
Four Brigades from Penrith entered this year’s Championships, Berkshire Park and Orchard
Hills Senior Brigades, and Llandilo and Orchard Hills Cadet Brigades. The Llandilo Cadets
were awarded Second Place overall and the Orchard Hills Cadets were awarded Third Place
overall.
Current Situation
A Civic Reception was held at Penrith Council on 20 September 2002 to welcome the
Volunteer Rural Fire Service fire-fighters to Penrith. Approximately 250 guests attended the
Civic Reception, which included Contestants, supporting crews and Rural Fire Service staff.
The Mayor welcomed Assistant Commissioner Tony Howe to Penrith (the Commissioner for
the Rural Fire Service, Phil Koperberg was returning from Malaysia at that time). The
opportunity was taken by the Mayor to not only welcome the fire-fighters but to acknowledge
their fire-fighting skills and bravery that was displayed in the Christmas 2001 fires.
Penrith Valley caps were presented to all Contestants.
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A street parade through High Street in Penrith preceded the opening of the Championships at
midday on Saturday, 21 September 2002. Many of the Contestants wore the Penrith Valley
peaked caps during the parade.
The Championships were opened by the NSW Rural Fire Service Commissioner, Phil
Koperberg. The Mayor, Cr Greg Davies welcomed all competitors and supporting crews,
including those who were not able to attend the Civic Reception the previous evening.
Several Brigades were late in arriving to Penrith, having travelled from as far away places as
Cobar, Tweed Valley, Grafton and Forbes. The Minister for Emergency Services, The Hon
Bob Debus acknowledged the significant improvements made to the NSW Rural Fire
Service, particularly with the provision of new tankers through the tanker replacement
program.
The events of the Championships continued until approximately 11.00 am on Sunday, 22
September. Contestants were required to enter six events where they were marked, not only
on the time required to complete the tasks, but also on the use of correct and safe procedures.
The presentations were attended by the Deputy Mayor, Cr Jackie Greenow and Assistant
Commissioner Mark Crossweller. Cr Greenow presented the winner of each category with
(Penrith Valley) polo shirts.
The Penrith Brigades did exceptionally well, which is not only an indication of their skills
and abilities but also the training programs provided within the Penrith Rural Fire Service.
The Penrith Brigades achieved the following results:
Berkshire Park Seniors –
Llandilo Cadets –

Orchard Hills Cadets –
-

Third – Motor Vehicle Accident
Second – Light Tanker
Second – Water Transfer
Third – Fire Ground Procedures
Second – Junior Hand Tool
Second Place overall
Second – Old & New
First – Emergency
Third – Light Tanker
Second – Fire Ground Procedures
Third Place overall

An informal presentation was made on Friday, 27 September 2002 to the Penrith Rural Fire
Service Contestants and supporting Volunteers, recognising their achievements in the events
and the success of the Championships. Each Contestant and Volunteer from the Penrith
Rural Fire Service was presented with a Mayoral letter recognising their achievement.
Each visiting Brigade was sent a Mayoral letter thanking them for their participation in the
Championships and welcoming them back to Penrith as a visitor or competitor should they
qualify for any future Championships that Penrith hosts.
A nomination from Penrith was made to hold the 2003 State Championships; however, the
event was awarded to Tamworth. Given the success of the event in not only attracting a large
number of visitors to Penrith and as a way of Council showing recognition to the Volunteer
fire-fighters, nominations will be submitted for 2004 and future years.
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RECOMMENDATION
That the report on the NSW Rural Fire Service State Championships be received.
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The City in Its Environment
4

Complying Development in Western Sydney

4114/56

Compiled by:

Liza Cordoba, Senior Environmental Planner

Authorised by:
Manager

Craig Butler, Building Approvals and Environment Protection

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 22):
Development enhances the City's living
and working environments.
02/03 Critical Action: Implement policy and regulatory responses to achieve quality
urban outcomes (e.g. 3D modelling).
Purpose:
This report overviews the draft model policy for Complying Development in the Urban
Development Areas of Western Sydney, based on discussions by the Complying Development
working group. It also seeks Council’s support to the draft policy, which will then be
communicated to Planning NSW.
Background
Complying development is a form of development that is small scale, low impact, and can be
approved either by Council or a private certifier within seven (7) days. A development is
complying development only if the proposal complies fully with the applicable development
standards. The approval of the development is in the form of a ‘Complying Development
Certificate’, which§ approves the use of the property for that purpose,
§ enables building work to occur on the property (without the need for a Construction
Certificate), and
§ is valid for 5 years from the date endorsed on the Certificate. The Certificate will not
lapse if the development has been physically commenced before the time period expired.
In February 2001, the then Department of Urban Affairs and Planning (now Planning NSW)
conducted a review of how complying development was operating, with particular focus on
dwelling houses (as complying development) in Western Sydney. The review identified that
among council areas, there were distinct variations on complying development standards for
dwelling houses and that a relatively small percentage of dwelling houses being erected at the
time, were complying development.
From the review, it was recommended that discussions be commenced with Western Sydney
councils, with the express purpose to1. examine opportunities to reduce the variations in development standards for dwelling
houses,
2. include two storey dwelling houses as complying development, and
3. set common criteria for identifying environmentally sensitive land.
In May 2001, a working group was established to identify and improve complying
development outcomes in Western Sydney. As a first step, the group focussed on dwelling
houses in the urban release areas of Baulkham Hills, Blacktown, Camden, Campbelltown,
Urban Environment
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Liverpool, Penrith and Wollondilly councils. The working group comprised of council
officers from these councils as well as officers from Planning NSW. Officers of the Policy
and Reform Branch of Planning NSW chaired the group (as this branch oversaw the
implementation of the reforms to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, which
introduced contestable development application approvals).
As a result of the discussions with the working group, a draft Policy document has been
completed and circulated to all participating councils for their consideration. This report
provides an overview of the document and our commentary to it.
How will it be implemented?
At present, the draft document is a ‘stand alone’ document detailing the development
standards common to all participating councils for dwelling houses and development related
to a dwelling house such as alterations and additions to, garage or carport, deck, awning,
pergola, garden shed, swimming pool/spa. It is envisaged that Councils may specify
variations to the common standards if requested and these will be incorporated into the
document as that council’s variation. For example, the rear setback requirements of 4m for
single storey or 6m for two storey building will be identified as the rear setback requirements
for complying development in Penrith.
In addition to the development standards, land that is excluded from carrying out complying
development will also be listed. For Penrith, specific exclusions will include§ bushfire prone land identified in the ‘Bushfire Prone Land Map’,
§ land affected by an ANEF (aircraft noise) contour,
§ land not connected to the sewer system (as the on-site sewage treatment system requires a
DA),
§ land containing a tree(s) that is listed on Council’s Significant Trees and Gardens
Register, and
§ land that is below the 1% Annual Exceedence Probability flood level.
Once the participating Western Sydney councils have amended their individual Development
Control Plans for complying development, it is envisaged that each council’s requirements
for dwelling houses will then be collated into one document which can be distributed to the
building/housing industry and the like.
By providing the requirements for complying development in a single document, this has the
potential for greater awareness by private certifiers and customers alike of the requirements
applying to each Council area, which in turn, should result in§ an increase in the ‘take-up’ rates for complying development in the participating Council
areas,
§ reduction of misunderstanding of development standards applicable to individual Council
areas, and
§ greater understanding of and promotion of the complying development system as a
simpler system (as intended by the 1998 legislative changes to the development and
building approvals processes). By and large, complying development applications are not
publicly notified and are to be determined within 7 days.
In increasing the take-up rate of complying development activities this should reduce the
number of DA’s lodged with councils as simpler applications are likely to fall in the
complying development category. Overall, the reduction in DA’s should benefit Councils and
customers alike as the DA’s that Council would then consider can be dealt with in a shorter
timeframe as there would be less of a ‘backlog’ of applications in the system.
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Implementation in the urban release areas
From the outset, it was envisaged that a significant portion of new dwelling houses in the
release areas would fall in the complying development category and be privately certified. At
the time, the masterplan (or precinct plan) concept for the release areas was in its infancy and
there was uncertainty as to how masterplanning may influence complying development.
Notwithstanding, the working party’s discussions and the resultant document were aimed at
the release areas as a pilot program.
Each release area in Penrith will require a masterplan specifying the particular objectives and
vision for each individual area. Environmental constraints applicable to all or part of the
release area and the expected outcomes for each area will determine whether or not a
dwelling house is complying development.
Inclusion of two storey dwelling house as complying development
It is envisaged that new two storey dwelling houses and, additions/alterations to a dwelling
house (resulting in it being two storey) may be complying development proposals so long as
there are specific requirements addressing the bulk and scale, overshadowing and privacy
considerations. As such, the building height envelope, external wall height (of 6.5m
maximum) and 6m rear setback requirements spelled out in Council’s Urban Land LEP will
be duplicated as complying development standards for two storey development. The
following requirements are also proposed§
§
§
§

For 3 hours between 9am and 5pm on 21 June, at least 50% of the neighbouring
properties’ private open space area is not in shadow.
If there is a living area or balcony in the upper level (not bedrooms or bathrooms), then
this area is to face the street and shall not have any window that overlooks into the private
open space of adjoining properties.
Any upper storey window(s) for a bedroom(s) or bathroom(s), but not a living area, may
face the side boundaries of the property.
Bathroom windows, on the upper level, may face the side boundary of the property if the
window is frosted glazing and has a sill height of at least 1.5m above the first floor level.

The above development standards that Council will be applying to two storey dwelling
houses is more onerous that those stated in the draft policy. These standards should minimise
likely impacts such as overshadowing, privacy and amenity, particularly since these matters
are typically raised in submissions to this form of development.
Given that complying development applications are not publicly notified, two-storey
dwellings (that fall as complying development) will therefore not be publicly notified.
Council currently notifies two storey dwelling house applications because of the potential
impact on adjoining properties such overshadowing and overlooking. In this regard, the
development standards that would be additional for Penrith (and mentioned above) will
negate or minimise the potential for such impacts.
As such, the inclusion of two storey dwelling houses as a type of complying development
should be supported subject to the requirements mentioned above applying specifically to
Penrith.
It is envisaged that Council’s review of its Complying Development DCP will incorporate
two storey dwelling houses as a complying development as a result of the discussions raised
above.
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Private Certification issues
It is inevitable that the policy (when it is operational) will result in increased participation by
private certifiers in the complying development process. Nonetheless, there is growing
concern over the quality of buildings and building sites managed by private certifiers. To
allay these concerns, Council has embarked on a number of programmes aimed at better
managing building sites such as§ A site sign is erected on building sites reiterating specific conditions on the development
consent in terms of hours of work, erosion and sediment control, and storage of building
waste material.
§ Imposing a $35 environmental compliance levy for developments over $100,000. This
levy will be used to audit building sitesØ specifically managed by private certifiers,
Ø aimed at ensuring that sediment and erosion control measures are properly installed
on the site.
The auditing program that Council has commenced will inevitably extend to complying
development (as the majority of these proposals are dealt with by private certifiers rather
than Council), and we will be best placed to ensure that the certification process is being
managed effectively.
§ Reviewing of internal processes to ensure that those sites managed by private certifiers
areØ made known to Council earlier in the construction process, and
Ø introduce an inspection regime to ensure compliance with the development consent
conditions.
In addition, the recent Parliamentary Inquiry over the quality of buildings has provided a
series of recommendations to Planning NSW aimed at improving the certification process
such as displaying a sign on the site with the builder’s and private certifier’s details, carrying
out of mandatory critical stage inspections eg. prior to placing a footing, completion of the
framework etc. Planning NSW is now considering these recommendations and it is likely that
other initiatives will be introduced, for example legislative reforms and better education of
certifiers as to their role in the system.
The steps being taken by Council and Planning NSW should minimise or negate the same
problems from occurring as well as improve the certification process. In light of these
actions, it is considered that the complying development policy will foster better appreciation
of the development approvals system from certifiers, housing industry and consumers alike.
Conclusion
As an approach, the draft policy provides the housing industry, certifiers, councils and the
general public with a complete document of the complying development standards for
dwelling houses and related development as applying to the participating Western Sydney
councils. Participating councils will, for the most part, adopt the same development standards
and, where relevant, may apply additional controls specific to the council’s circumstance eg.
building height envelope, external wall height (of 6.5m maximum) and 6m rear setback
requirements as spelled out in the Urban Land LEP.
From Council’s view, the draft policy will§ reduce confusion from the housing industry and certifiers alike as to what each council’s
complying development standards are and in turn, there should be an increase in the
‘take-up’ rate for complying development in the participating Council areas,
§ provide greater understanding of and promotion of the complying development system as
a simpler system, and
§ lead to an overall reduction in the number of DA’s being lodged with councils as simpler
applications are likely to fall in the complying development category, in turn, resulting in
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overall improved performance on council’s DA determinations and increased customer
service satisfaction.
Planning NSW has verbally advised that it is not looking at introducing a new SEPP focusing
on complying development in Western Sydney. Rather, it is likely that participating councils
will be asked to amend their existing Development Control Plans for Complying
Development (DCP) to insert the common and Council-specific development standards for
dwelling houses and related development including two storey dwellings. Given that such an
amendment will require exhibition of its DCP and the time elapsed since the DCP was
adopted, it is timely for Council to commence a review of its Exempt and Complying
Development Control Plan. The outcomes of the review will be reported to Council ahead of
the draft DCP being placed on public exhibition.
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1. The information contained in this report be received and noted.
2. Planning NSW be advised of Council’s support to the draft policy and the approach taken
in the draft policy.
3. Council commence its review of the Exempt and Complying Development Control Plan
and that a further report on the outcomes of the review be reported to Council ahead of
any exhibition of the draft amendment of the Exempt and Complying Development
Control Plan.
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Update on Wastewater Re-use Proposal for Castlereagh and
Mulgoa Road Business Areas and other Water Conservation
Initiatives

5270/9 Pt 6

Compiled by:

Vanessa Steele, Senior Environment Officer and Wayne
Mitchell, Policy Unit Co-ordinator

Authorised by:

Building Approvals & Environment Protection Manager

Requested by:

Councillor O’Toole

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 32):
Water conservation strategies developed
and implemented.
02/03 Critical Action: Secure increased use of recycled water.
Purpose:
To provide an update on the status of the recycled wastewater re-use feasibility proposal and
water conservation strategies generally.
Background
For some time now, Council has been working with Sydney Water to investigate the
opportunities for the implementation of a recycled water scheme in the Mulgoa Road and
Castlereagh Road areas.
Sydney Water has previously identified Council and some other large industries as the largest
potential users of recycled water in these areas. During 2001 Sydney Water and Australian
Water Technologies (AWT) conducted a feasibility study to assess the potential of
developing a recycled waste scheme in the Penrith area.
The proposed recycled water supply aims to consist of a new pumping station located at
Penrith Sewerage Treatment Plant (STP), two supply pipelines to serve areas north and south
of the STP and ancillaries. The first pipeline would be located north of the STP to serve
playing fields and a second south of the STP to serve areas such as Jamison Park, the Civic
Centre, Howell Oval, Penrith Panthers and other potential customers.
The study involved meeting with committed potential customers (such as local businesses) to
identify their needs and the potential route options from the Penrith Sewerage Treatment
Plant (STP).
Current Situation
The Council has been unable to make a commitment to the scheme because of uncertainty
about the accuracy of water consumption figures used in the feasibility study. This is mainly
due to the fact that Penrith Park, Jamison Park and Howell Oval are currently irrigated with
water pumped from the river. This cost of converting these parks to recycled water could be
quite significant and this needs to be balanced against the environmental benefits.
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The quality of the recycled water supply will meet EPA and Health Guidelines. The base cost
of the recycled water supply is still subject to negotiation, but is structured on Sydney Water
recovering the cost of its infrastructure investment over an extended period. Significant
savings would be available to council by converting to recycled water for irrigation of
Nepean Rugby Park, Andrews Road Baseball Complex, Greygums AFL grounds and the
Civic Centre. However these savings would be contradicted by the cost of buying water for
Jamison park and Howell Oval which are irrigated from the river rather than with potable
water like in the other parks.
The recycled water scheme is contingent upon both Council and Panthers making a
commitment to connect to it. Because of uncertainty about the water consumption figures
used by Sydney Water in the feasibility study, a decision has been deferred until the Every
Drop Counts (EDC) program (see the next section of this report) progresses and provides
accurate water consumption figures. The EDC program is now at a point where detailed
audits of high water usage sites are about to commence. These audits will include installing
meters at Howell Oval and Jamison Park. The timing of this has been fortuitous with the
approaching warmer weather and the resultant increase in irrigation of these fields.
Other Water Conservation Initiative
1. The Every Drop Counts Program
This is a program being run by Sydney Water for its high water use customers with the aim
being to improve water management practices and systems to achieve long term reductions.
Council is participating in this program with four other councils as part of a trial of its
suitability for Local Government. It aims to achieve a minimum reduction in water use of
10% initially, but the systems established will allow continued reductions to occur in the
future. Council currently is using an average of 752,000 litres of water per day or
274,480,000 litres per year at cost of approximately $245,000. These figures are for potable
water and exclude the water being used from the river.
Council has commenced this program and recently completed the first stage which is a selfdiagnostic process of our water management systems. The purpose of the diagnostic is to
evaluate current water practices and identify priorities for improvement. It also provides a
measure of our progress and a benchmark against other organisations.
The diagnostic indicated an overall rating of one star out of a maximum five stars. This was
expected as a starting point, but in several of the elements we are all ready at three stars,
which is the goal of the program at this stage. The diagnostic has highlighted priorities for
the better management of our water resources, and in particular the need to establish baseline
data by conducting detailed audits of high water use sites. The audits will now be the next
stage of the program and will commence as soon as it can be organised by Sydney Water.
The audits will be carried out for the ten highest water use building/developments and the ten
highest water use parks/reserves. These will include sites such as Ripples, the Civic Centre,
Penrith Pool, Howell Oval and Jamison Park. The audits of these sites will provide a format
for council staff to continue to audit other sites in the future.
The EDC program is expected to conclude within the current management plan timeframe.
Council has committed to implementing the recommendation of the program, particularly in
relation to the retrofitting of parks and buildings with water saving devices.
2. Water Week 20-26 October 2002
Council staff will be participating in the Department of Land and Water Conservation
sponsored Water Week program in October. An interactive water conservation display will
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be set up in the Civic Centre. The display will provide information to the local community
about ways to be water wise and will also inform the community about Council’s water
conservation initiatives. A similar display was also used at Council’s recent Biodiversity
forum in conjunction with Sydney Water staff.
3. Water Sensitive Urban Design
WSROC, Upper Parramatta River Catchment Trust and Sydney Councils launched a Water
Sensitive Urban Design awareness program in August 2002. The program is being funded
through a grant from the NSW Stormwater Trust. Information provided through this program
will assist with future water conservation policies and projects.
Two project officers have been employed under the program, one of which is based at
WSROC. Council will be participating in a Sydney region Water Sensitive Urban Design
project that commences in October 2002. This water conservation program will consist of
two parts, one being a model of planning provisions for Sydney and the other a water
sensitive design education challenge. Support will be provided in the form of workshops and
facilitation.
Conclusion
Progress on a proposal for a waste water re-use scheme from the Penrith STP for areas to the
north and south of the City has been delayed due to the lack of accurate water consumption
figures for some parks and reserves. The Every Drop Counts water conservation program is
progressing well and will soon undertake detailed audits of these sites and establish accurate
water consumption figures. Council will then be able to fully evaluate the feasibility study
and make a decision about its commitment to the scheme.
Other water conservation initiatives are progressing well and should help to achieve long
term water conservation results for the City.
RECOMMENDATION
That the report providing an update on the proposed waste water re-use scheme and other
water conservation initiatives be received.
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The City in Its Environment
6

Draft Heritage Management Development Control Plan

4122/20 Pt 2

Compiled by:

Terry Agar, Senior Environmental Planner

Authorised by:

Roger Nethercote, Environmental Planning Manager

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 37):
The City's cultural and environmental
heritage values are appreciated and conserved by the community.
02/03 Critical Action: Review the effectiveness of Council's Heritage Policies and
responses.
Purpose:
This report advises council of the public submissions received during the exhibition of the
draft Heritage Management DCP and proposed amendments to the document. The report
recommends adoption of the amended plan.
Background
The purpose and content of the DCP was reported in detail to Council on 4 February 2002
prior to its exhibition. Briefly, the DCP does the following things:
•
•
•
•

Allows for the identification of potential places of heritage significance by the
community;
Formalises the existing Council policy requiring the submission of a Statement of
Heritage Impact with development applications affecting heritage places;
Provides a range of incentives to applicants to conserve heritage places by
refunding a range of Council development fees upon compliance with
development consent conditions; and
Requires the submission of standard archival recording of heritage places as a
condition of development consent.

The draft Heritage Management Development Control Plan (“the DCP”) was exhibited from
19 February 2002 until 22 March 2002. All owners of properties listed as heritage items or
forming part of a heritage conservation area subject to the DCP, were individually notified by
letter about the exhibition.
Submissions Received
Twelve submissions were received during the exhibition period from both individuals and
community groups. A list of the submitters is provided in Appendix 1. A wide range of issues
was raised and many amendments were suggested. Many of the submissions supported the
DCP.
Comments on Key Issues
Issues raised in the submissions directly concerning the proposed operation of the DCP have
been grouped in the following headings. The issues are briefly described and planning
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comments provided. Specific recommendations, which address the issue, have also been
made.
The recommendations have been incorporated into an amended DCP included in the
Attachments.
Objectives
Planning NSW suggested the inclusion of another objective in the DCP: “To ensure that
proposals for development of environmental heritage are sustainable and appropriate to the
significance of the heritage asset”.
Comment: One of the purposes of the DCP is to conserve the significance of heritage places.
An important way of achieving this is to ensure that a place is used in an appropriate way that
conserves its values.
The DCP has been amended to include the objective quoted above.
Assessment of “Potential Places of Heritage Significance”
An inconsistency exists between the requirement for a Statement of Heritage Impact for
Potential Places of Heritage Significance and the need to establish the heritage significance of
a place. If the place has been determined to have insufficient heritage significance a
Statement of Heritage Impact should not be required.
Comment: The draft DCP requires a Statement of Heritage Impact to be lodged with a
development application for Potential Places of Heritage Significance. This pre-supposes that
the heritage significance of the place has been formally established. The DCP should clearly
require the heritage significance of the place be determined before requiring a Statement of
Heritage Impact to be prepared. Obviously, if the heritage significance of a place cannot be
clearly established the requirement for a Heritage Impact Statement is not warranted.
The draft DCP has been amended to remove the inconsistency described above.
Removal from the Potential Place of Heritage Significance List
A process does not exist in the DCP for the removal of a property from the Potential Place of
Heritage Significance List.
Comment: It is considered reasonable that a process for the removal of place from the list is
incorporated into the DCP. Accordingly, a new clause has been incorporated into the draft
DCP to achieve this end.
Historic Subdivision Definition
The term “historic subdivision” used in clause 22(a)(v) could refer to all past subdivisions of
the land and not just those of particular heritage significance in the evolution of the site.
Comment: It is considered appropriate to narrow the definition and interpretation of the term
and focus on the subdivision of heritage significance to avoid confusion. The term
“significant subdivision pattern” is preferable.
The draft DCP has been amended to include this improved definition.
Protection of Views of Heritage Items
Two submissions suggested that views and vantage points to heritage items could be
protected, by listing them as Potential Places of Heritage Significance.
Comment: Whilst the principle of protecting views of heritage items has merit, the issue
would be more appropriately dealt with by incorporating special provisions into the DCP
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rather than defining views as Potential Places of Heritage Significance. It is envisaged that
such provisions would define what the view or vantage point is, and include a schedule which
maps the view lines/shed of a heritage item and the properties subject to it.
It is considered that the incorporation of new provisions relating to views would be a
substantial departure from the exhibited DCP. It is not recommended that a new provision be
inserted at this stage. This would require significant additional research and mapping to
provide an accurate portrayal of views to and from heritage items. It is suggested further
consideration could be given to this issue in the future, particularly in relation to the
forthcoming review of our Heritage LEP. If required, a subsequent amendment can be made
to the DCP.
Archival Recording Skills
A number of submissions questioned whether the requirement in the draft DCP that an
experienced heritage consultant “should” undertake archival recordings was too restrictive.
They argued that this prevented amateurs from developing archival recording skills.
Comment: The use of the world “should” does not preclude competent amateurs. It is less
restrictive than if the word “shall” had been used. The use of “should” recognises that an
archival recording does require a broad range of photographic, drafting and presentation
skills to produce a satisfactory record. It also recognises the fact that only one chance exists
to record a place properly before demolition or alteration.
Experience with the
implementation with the current archival recording policy has shown that amateur recordings
generally produce an incomplete record of a place and have involved considerable resources
trying to obtain further information.
Since the archival recording will probably be the only surviving record of the place, it is
vitally important that it is done correctly. The current phrasing of the draft DCP emphasises
the importance to professionals and amateurs alike of maintaining a high standard of archival
recording and amendment is therefore not recommended.
Privacy Protection
A concern over the maintenance of the privacy of owners whose property is listed on the
Potential Places of Heritage Significance was raised.
Comment: Places on the Potential Places of Heritage List will be described and identified by
their property title and address. No information about the identity of the owners will be
listed. This is consistent with the current level of information published in the Penrith
Heritage LEP and amendment of the draft DCP is therefore not recommended.
Authority to List Potential Places of Heritage Significance
Clarification was sought as to whether Council or its delegate determines nominations for
listing on the Potential Places of Heritage Significance list.
Comment: The DCP requires the Council to determine nominations.
Nomination Information Too Onerous
Three submissions claimed that the level of information required in a nomination for listing a
property as a Potential Place of Heritage Significance was excessive for members of the
public.
Comment: To maintain public confidence in the integrity of the Potential Places of Heritage
Significance List, it is important that objective criteria exist against which the nomination is
assessed. The DCP adopts the standard significance criteria used by the State Heritage
Council to assess the heritage significance of the place. Of the 10 criteria only one has to be
satisfied in order to establish the significance of a place. Council must be able to be
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demonstrate that it has acted reasonably and can justify the listing of a place. This has to be
based on factual information, not on the subjective opinion of individuals.
The draft DCP provisions relating to information requirements for nominating a Potential
Place of Heritage significance have therefore been retained in their current form.
Time Limits for Further Information
The DCP was criticised for not specifying a timeframe to nominators of places of potential
heritage significance for the submission of additional information when requested by
Council.
Comment: It may be from time to time necessary to request additional information to assist
Council in assessing a nomination. However, at some point a decision on a nomination must
be made and the DCP allows for Council to make the decision if the information is not
forthcoming. In practice, a request for additional information will specify a generous
deadline, which recognises the time needed to obtain it. This will provide a greater degree of
flexibility depending on the circumstances of the case under consideration.
The draft DCP provisions allowing Council to request additional information have been
retained in their current form.
Heritage Committee Role in Nomination Assessment
It was suggested in two submissions that the Council’s own Heritage Advisory Committee
should have a role in assessing and determining nominations for places of potential heritage
significance.
Comment: The constitution of the Heritage Advisory Committee specifies that its role is to
fundamentally promote the conservation of the heritage of Penrith. The DCP was conceived
to retain Council’s authority to determine whether or not a nomination for the Potential Place
of Heritage Significance List is appropriate. This is considered reasonable because ultimately
Council is the responsible authority and must defend its own decisions.
However, the nomination of places of potential heritage significance has been raised with the
Heritage Advisory Committee and they have been given the opportunity to consider items
which may have heritage significance in the City and bring those forward in nominations for
Council’s consideration. In practice, where time frames permit, nominations may be raised in
the Committee meetings for comment.
The draft DCP provisions relating to Council determining nominations for the listing of
Potential Places of Heritage Significance have been retained in their current form.
Maintenance of Potential Places of Heritage Significance List
Two submissions requested that the maintenance of Potential Places of Heritage Significance
List should be done more regularly than annually.
Comment: The draft DCP states that a review will be done “at least annually”. Nothing
precludes Council from reviewing the list at more frequent intervals. However, from a
practical perspective the list is likely to change incrementally as nominations for inclusion or
omission are determined throughout the year. A more regular review schedule would place
an unnecessary burden on Council with little benefit. The submission on this matter did not
ascribe any greater benefit resulting from more frequent reviews. The Community’s interest
is maintained through the proposed annual review.
The draft DCP provisions relating to the Potential Places of Heritage Significance List annual
review have been retained.
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Mandatory Requirement for Heritage Assessment for items of “obvious heritage value”
Two submissions requested that the DCP be amended to enable Council to require an owner
of a property nominated for inclusion on the Potential Place of Heritage Significance List to
prepare and submit a heritage assessment of the place. This was to be applied in situations
were a place has “obvious heritage values” and may or may not be the subject of a
development proposal.
Comment: The process for nominating a property for inclusion of Potential Places of
Heritage Significance List is designed to specifically put the onus on the person making the
nomination to demonstrate that the place has some heritage significance worthy of further
investigation at a later date. Only when a proposal for the development of a listed place was
brought forward would the heritage significance of the place be fully investigated. Council
does not have the statutory power to require such an assessment in the absence of a
development proposal.
The draft DCP heritage provisions in relation to the nomination of a property for inclusion on
the Potential Places of Heritage Significance List has been retained in its current form.
Heritage Adviser Determination of Potential Places of Heritage Significance Nominations
Two submissions believed that the DCP should specifically state that Council’s Heritage
Adviser shall determine nominations for Potential Places of Heritage Significance.
Comment: It is not appropriate for the Heritage Adviser to make nomination determinations
on behalf of Council. Responsibility for the implementation of the DCP rests with Council.
In determining a nomination the advice of the Heritage Adviser will be sought and taken into
account.
The draft DCP provisions relating to the Council’s determination of nominations has been
retained in their current form.
Expansion of “heritage significance” Definition
One submission suggested the broadening of the definition of “heritage significance” to
botanical, zoological, geological and anthropological values.
Comment: The definition used in the DCP is the standard definition recommended by the
NSW Heritage Office. The suggested expanded values would be captured in the standard
definition meanings, which includes historical, scientific, cultural, social, archaeological,
architectural, natural or aesthetic values.
The draft DCP definition of “heritage significance” remains unchanged.
Maintenance Plan Requirement for all Heritage Items
One submission objected to the DCP not requiring owners of all heritage properties to
prepare a maintenance plan for their properties.
Comment: This objection misunderstands that Council only has the power to require the
owners of heritage properties to do certain things under specific circumstances. In general
terms, Council can only impose its powers if there is a health and safety issue that urgently
needs to be rectified, or the public interest must be protected in the development application
assessment process. The DCP only requires a maintenance plan when a heritage item or a
place in a heritage conservation area is being developed for a prohibited use using the
incentive clause in the Penrith Heritage LEP.
The draft DCP provisions requiring a maintenance plan when a heritage item or a place in a
heritage conservation area is being developed for a prohibited use are retained in their current
form.
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Application of DCP to SREP Land
The application of the DCP to heritage items on the ADI land, which is subject to SREP 30,
was questioned.
Comment: A development control plan may provide more detailed provisions than are
contained in a local environmental plan in respect of the land to which that plan applies. The
DCP supports the Penrith Heritage LEP that applies to all the land in Penrith, except Sydney
Regional Environmental Plan No. 11 – Penrith Lakes Scheme. With respect to the
relationship of the Heritage LEP to all other regional environmental plans in Penrith, the
provisions of the regional plans prevail to the extent of any inconsistency between them. It
follows that the DCP applies to the REP lands to the extent of any inconsistency between the
SREP’s and the Heritage LEP. The DCP does indeed apply to the ADI SREP No. 30 land.
Unfortunately, the exhibited DCP does not clearly state that it applies to land subject to the
Penrith Heritage LEP. This omission may have contributed to doubt over its applicability to
the ADI SREP 30 land.
The draft DCP has been amended to clarify the land to which it applies.
Definition of Heritage Item
It was requested that the term “heritage item” should be defined to avoid confusion with other
terms and provisions within the DCP.
Comment: This request is considered to be reasonable as it would remove any doubt about
the meaning of the provisions of the DCP and would be consistent with the definition of other
terms such as “heritage significance” and “potential place of heritage significance”.
Furthermore it would be beneficial to define the term “heritage conservation area” to remove
any doubt about the application of the DCP.
Schedule 1 of the draft DCP has been amended to include definitions for “heritage item” and
“heritage conservation area”.
Application of Fee Concessions to Non-building Works
One submission criticised the DCP development application refund provisions (Clause 25)
for only applying to buildings and not to non-building heritage places. It was tendered that
this discriminated against individuals and groups that may be involved in the restoration of
landscapes, cemeteries, historic gardens, fences etc.
Comment: The criticism of the fee refund provisions of the DCP not applying to nonbuilding heritage places is accepted. In reviewing the draft DCP, it is also apparent that its
wording does not emphasise the fact that the refund is predicated on the works being
sympathetic and maintaining the heritage significance of the place. Although in practice this
will be achieved by requiring compliance with the development consent, it would be
preferable to highlight up-front in the draft DCP that a fee refund will only be considered if
the proposal is sympathetic and conserves intrinsic heritage values.
The draft DCP has been amended to specifically reference non-building heritage places as
being eligible for an application refund and the need for restorations to be sympathetic to the
heritage place.
Definition of “in the vicinity” of a heritage item
One submission questioned the definition of the phrase “in the vicinity” and whether it was
related to the setting of a heritage item and its visual curtilage. The issue was how could the
DCP require a Heritage Impact Statement in the vicinity of a Heritage item if the term was
not precisely defined.
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Comment: Defining “in the vicinity” has long been a difficult concept to express. Even the
NSW Heritage Office does not have a formal definition. Nonetheless it is reasonable to try
and define it and Schedule 1 of the draft heritage DCP has been amended with the addition of
the new definition.
Maintenance Plan Too Onerous
One submission claimed that the requirement for a maintenance plan to have been prepared
for a heritage building proposed to be used for a non-permissible use when Council is
considering such an application, was an unnecessary imposition and a burden.
Comment: The use of incentive clauses in environmental planning instruments to permit a
prohibited use under the zone if it leads to the conservation of a heritage building has been
used many times in Penrith. Experience has shown however, that in some cases, once an
approval for the use has been obtained, the maintenance of the building has not occurred to a
satisfactory level. This has resulted in unnecessary deterioration and destruction of original
fabric. It is considered reasonable for developers and owners gaining such a significant
advantage from the use of a heritage listed property that the maintenance of the building is
ensured for the long term. In this way the concession given by the community to allow a
prohibited use to occur in a heritage building is “repaid” by the owner and/or developer by
maintaining that community heritage asset.
The draft DCP provisions requiring the preparation of a long-term maintenance plan has been
retained.
Reduced “up-front” Fees
One submission requested that the development fee relief incentives be given “up-front”
rather than being refunded after completion of the development.
Comment: The reason for Council offering the refund of a range of development fees is to
ensure that all development conditions attached to a development consent are complied with
before granting a refund. Experience has shown that in some cases consent conditions are not
complied with satisfactorily. It is considered reasonable for Council to refund fees only after
it is satisfied that any consent conditions that were imposed, and especially those related to
the conservation of heritage significance, are fully complied with.
The draft DCP provisions providing conservation incentives through different types of fee
relief have been retained in their present form.
Conclusion
The exhibition of the draft Heritage Management Development Control Plan elicited a broad
range of public submissions. Many of the submissions raised issues that are important for
“fine tuning” the document. This will ensure that it meets the community’s needs and
aspirations for heritage conservation in Penrith. The recommendation proposed in this report
address the issues raised in the submissions.
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolve to adopt the Heritage Management Development Control Plan as
amended and attached to this report.
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The City as a Social Place
7

Australian Sister Cities Association National Conference

1131/22

Compiled by:

Geoff Shuttleworth, Economic Development & City Marketing
Manager

Authorised by:

Bruce McDonald, Director - City Strategy

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 46):
Maintain and develop international
cultural relationships and respond to emerging opportunities.
02/03 Critical Action: Assist international cultural relationships.
Purpose:
To recommend representatives from Penrith attend the Australian Sister Cities National
Conference in Bendigo.
Background
The Australian Sister Cities National Conference will be held in Bendigo from Friday, 18th
October to Tuesday, 22nd October, 2002.
With the theme “Sister Cities in a Global Context”, the conference programme will provide
the opportunity for members to share their initiatives and successes plus explore generic
global issues such as communication, education, conservation and the importance of
community. The event objective is to embrace global influences and celebrate our cultural
connections with sister cities all over the globe.
Professor Geoffrey Blainey will be presenting the keynote address, a paper that will explore
global issues, the importance of sister cities relationships and the significance of Australia in
global terms.
The Conference has relevance to Council’s programme of international relationships and
their future direction.
As such, it would be appropriate for the Chairperson of the Penrith International Friendship
Committee, Cr Jackie Greenow, and Council’s City Partnership Officer, Tina Tallack, to
attend this conference.
RECOMMENDATION
That the Chairperson of the Penrith International Friendship Committee, Cr Jackie Greenow,
and Council’s City Partnerships Officer, Tina Tallack, attend the Australian Sister Cities
National Conference in Bendigo from 18th to 22nd October, 2002.
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The City as a Social Place
8

Penrith Valley Community Safety Plan

Compiled by:

Yvonne Perkins, Community Safety Officer

Authorised by:

Gary Dean, Facilities Operations Manager

1117/31/pt 2

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 48):
A City-wide Community Safety Plan,
supported by the community, is in place.
02/03 Critical Action: Adopt and Implement the Penrith Valley Community Safety Plan in
conjunction with community and stakeholders.
Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to gain support for the adoption of the Penrith Valley
Community Safety Plan prior to its presentation to the Crime Prevention Division of the NSW
Attorney Generals Department.
Background
The public exhibition period for the draft Penrith Valley Community Safety Plan has now
been completed. The consultation process during this period has included presentations,
display and access at the following:
-

Media Launch by Councillor Greg Davies and Penrith Valley Partnership member,
Laura Williams representing Workers in Neighbourhood Centres at Parklawn Place,
North St Marys.
Council’s Open Day activities.
Neighbourhood Facilities Forum.
Penrith/St Marys Chambers of Commerce.
Access through Council’s web page.
City Libraries.

Current Situation
During the exhibition period there has been several requests for copies of the draft plan
(circulated to all Councillors under separate memo July 2002), however there have been no
submissions received during or since the exhibition period.
Since the Penrith Valley Community Safety Partnership meeting in June, there have been 10
small working group meetings to progress strategies in anticipation of Council's endorsement
of the plan. Responses developed will be presented to the 9th October meeting of the
Partnership.
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Progressing the Community Safety Plan
Once Council support for the plan has been received it will be submitted to the NSW
Attorneys Generals Department for endorsement as a Community Safety Compact, eligible
for funding for the implementation of plan strategies across the Penrith Local Government
Area.

RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

The information in this report be received.

2.

The Penrith Valley Community Safety Plan be supported by Council and
approved for submission to the Crime Prevention Division of the NSW
Attorney Generals Department for endorsement as a Community Safety
Compact.
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The City as a Social Place
9

Community Assistance Programme

Compiled by:

Penny May, Community Projects Officer

Authorised by:

Carol Joyce, Community Development Manager

6016/36

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 48):
Social Services and facilities are
established and operating to meet community needs.
02/03 Critical Action: Support local community programs to meet identified community
needs.
Purpose:
To inform Council about community requests for a donation from the Community Assistance
Programme.
Background
Through the Community Assistance Programme, Council makes small grants to non-profit
organisations and community-based groups to meet local community needs. The maximum
grant is $1,000.
There are three eligibility criteria endorsed by Council, which are:
•
•
•

Non-profit organisations providing one-off activities
Direct benefit to and participation from Penrith residents
Projects and project management in line with Council’s Access and Equity Policy

Fundraising programmes or organisations whose main job is to fundraise are not eligible.
The total annual budget for the programme is $32,500 and this is allocated through three
components.
Planned Component
Community groups are encouraged to plan major events or projects to coincide with this
annual funding process. Community groups are able to access funds by application, within
the advertised time period.
It is expected that the funding round for the 2002/03 planned funding component will open
on Monday, 7th October and close on Friday, 1st November. Cheques will be presented in
December, 2002.
Rolling Component
Recognising that not all needs for funding can be foreseen, the Rolling Component allows for
one-off requests to be brought before Council at any time during the year. This provides a
flexible supplement to the Planned Component of the programme.
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Reimbursement Component
This provides for the rates and sullage on community run non-Council owned rural halls. It
can also be used to meet requests for reimbursement of hire fees for halls used for one-off
events.
Budget Allocation and Expenditure
Allocated
Total annual funds
Planned
Rates/Sullage
Rolling Component

$32,500
$19,000
$5,000
$8,500

Expenditure
to date
$920
$0
$0
$920

Committed

Available
0
0
0
0

$31,580
$19,000
$5,000
$7,580

Current Requests
Werrington Youth Centre Ten Year Anniversary Celebration
The Victoria Street Development Association is seeking an allocation of $400 towards
catering costs associated with celebrating Werrington Youth Centre’s ten year anniversary on
19th September, 2002.
In addition to celebrating the Youth Centre’s tenth year, the event will also mark the opening
of the Centre’s new storage facility and the acquisition of a new bus. Furthermore, there will
be an acknowledgement of the Olympic Torch presented to the Centre, now on permanent
display there.
Catering will include refreshments and snacks, a sausage sizzle and a celebration cake.
Western Sydney All Blacks
The Western Sydney All Blacks are seeking a contribution towards the payment of
registration fees for two Rugby League Knockout Competitions in September and October
2002.
The All Blacks are a new club, playing their first matches in 2001. The vast majority of
members are of Indigenous background. Although they train in Hebersham, most of their
members reside in Penrith LGA, and teams participate in local Rugby League Football
Competitions.
They aim to enter two ‘over 17s’ teams into each of two Aboriginal Knockout Competitions.
All players in one of those teams, and their coach, live in Penrith LGA. The other team
consists predominantly of residents from both Penrith and Blacktown LGAs.
One of the competitions is for Sydney metropolitan teams and will be held at Blacktown on
29th September, 2002. The registration fee for this competition is $300 per team. The other is
a Statewide competition, to be held in Redfern in October. The registration cost is $1,000 per
team.
The All Blacks have been advised that a CAP grant towards registration costs would be a
one-off contribution. They are in the process of approaching a number of licensed clubs in
the area seeking ongoing sponsorship for their teams, as they are not currently affiliated with
any larger club. They have commenced fundraising activities, but at this stage do not have
enough funds to participate in the knockout competitions this year. A donation request has
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been forwarded to Blacktown Council in relation to participation in the knockout
competition, but a response has not yet been received.
They hope that participation in the Aboriginal Knockout Competitions will both strengthen
their teams, and draw attention to the talent of local people. Letters of support regarding this
application for assistance were received from the Deerubbin Local Aboriginal Land Council
and Butucarbin Aboriginal Corporation.
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

Council approve the allocation of $400 to the Victoria Street Development
Association as a contribution towards costs associated with Werrington Youth
Centre’s tenth anniversary celebration to be held on 19th September, 2002.

2.

Council approve the allocation of $1,000 to the Western Sydney All Blacks as
a one-off contribution towards registration fees for two Rugby League Teams
to participate in Aboriginal Knockout Competitions to be held in Blacktown
and Redfern.
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The City as a Social Place
10

Service Sustainability Project

Compiled by:

Jeni Pollard, Senior Social Planner

Authorised by:

Carol Joyce, Community Development Manager

1040/28

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 52):
Social Services and facilities are
established and operating to meet community needs.
02/03 Critical Action: Support local community programs to meet identified community
needs.
Purpose:
To inform Councillors of the Service Sustainability project that responds to the Management
Plan task:
“to provide planning, support and co-ordination to improve social outcomes for local
residents, including supporting community based management committees to address
local needs”
Background
Over recent years, community managed services, particularly those funded to meet the State
Government Social Justice agenda, have found it increasingly difficult to maintain their
viability. Council works with these services to support and resource their management
structures and program development. It is through this close partnership and working on
joint projects that issues of service sustainability and viability have been raised.
Following on from the development of the shared Code of Practice for Youth Services that
was reported to Council in February 2002, a number of issues for services were raised. An
important part of the process for the development of this Code included sharing issues of
common concern to workers, management and volunteers.
Discussions at the Workers in Neighbourhood Centres (WINC) meetings and Penrith Youth
Interagency (PYI) had further confirmed the sector wide difficulties that community based
services were experiencing due to their limited funding and the sometimes inadequate level
of management support.
When the NSW Department of Community Services called for expressions of interest for
slippage funds, Council and South Penrith Youth and Neighbourhood Services prepared a
joint submission to run forums on service sustainability in the Penrith LGA. The joint
submission was successful in attracting $7,500 for this service sustainability project. The
submission targeted the participation of Youth Services and Community Development
Projects that are community based and managed.

Objectives of the Service Sustainability Project
The objectives of the service sustainability project are to:
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•

Increase linkages between existing services in the Penrith LGA

•

For services to identify common barriers to service sustainability

•

Through a series of forums, for services to have the opportunity to develop a
position paper resulting in a joint plan for enhancing service sustainability.

The Process of the Service Sustainability Project:
To implement the project, a working group was formed with representatives from both WINC
and Penrith Youth Interagency as well representatives from Council’s Community
Development Department. The role of this working group is to represent the views of
network members, feeding information in a continual loop. Other tasks that the working
group will undertake include:
•

Developing a consultant brief

•

Assisting in supporting the participation of other community managed projects

•

Providing expertise on the issues that could reasonably be discussed within the
forums

•

Review a position paper developed by the consultant utilising input from the
forums

The process that the working group is engaged in is a model of service collaboration and an
important aspect of the community development process. This process will contribute to
developing solutions to local issue of service viability and sustainability.
Service Development in the Penrith LGA
Penrith currently has nine community development projects funded under the Community
Services Grants Program (CSGP) from the Department of Community Services. These
projects mostly operate out of Council owned facilities with only the North St Marys
Neighbourhood Centre being located within a Department of Housing property.
The projects work with residents to identify the needs within their communities and develop
appropriate services to meet those needs. These projects also play an important advocacy role
in relation to issues that impact on their communities for example by participating in
community safety audits or lobbying government on the need for services within their area.
These nine projects range from part time sole workers to multi staffed projects. Most, but not
all, have some part time clerical or administrative support. There has been a trend over recent
years for some services to amalgamate or assume responsibility for other projects. This
means that some services operate multiple projects out of one or more facilities.
Youth services currently operate from nine locations within the LGA. Three of the services
receive some funds from the Federal Government Youth Activity Scheme (YAS) funding
program. These funds are targeted at providing structured activity based programs for young
people 10 to 16 years. These programs operate at Glenmore Park, Claremont Meadows,
North St. Marys and through the Channel Venue (formally the Backyard Café) in central
Penrith.
The other youth services receive funding from the Department of Community Services,
Community Services Grant Program. These services are funded to provide recreational,
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educational and social skills programs to young people 12 to 18 years. These services
operate out of Emu Plains, South Penrith, Cranebrook, Werrington, St. Clair as well as
through the Channel Venue. The only Youth services that receive administrative support are
those that are attached to Community Development Projects.
Very little growth funding beyond some CPI increases, has been available for community
development or youth activities since 1988. The only opportunities for new projects in
growth areas has been through WSAAS.
In 2002, the St Marys Area Community Development Project received pick up funding from
Community Services Grants Program after being funded through WSAAS for 6 years. Prior
to this, Glenmore Park was the last new Community Development service funded under
CSGP and this was in 1990. YAS funding is similarly restricted and there has been little
growth in this funding in recent years.
There has also been some funding available through the Community Development Support
Expenditure Scheme (Clubs Levy) and Council’s own small grants program, the Community
Assistance Program (CAP). These sources of funding are available for services to provide
additional programs and projects but do not address core funding and service viability.
It is clear that there is disparity between services and the level of funding received can vary
significantly. These issues impact on the viability of individual services as well as the
community sector within Penrith LGA.
Progress to date
The working party has commenced scoping the project. It is the role of the working party to
decide upon the parameters of the project and a decision has been reached as to the potential
partners within the project. These will include community based managed projects that are:
•

CSGP funded youth projects and community development projects

•

YAS funded youth projects

•

WSAAS funded youth or community development projects

The Working Party has begun to draw together a number of issues for discussion at the
forums. These issues include:
§

Developing a shared understanding about what makes a service sustainable and viable
within the current funding environment, what might be too big or too small
§ Staff recruitment and retention
§ Time for services to share what are some of the issues that affect them in relation to
their sustainability.
§ Assessing what other service models have been developed to maximise organisational
viability and sustainability.
It is envisaged that there will be at least two forums of all-participating services, staff,
management committee members and volunteers prior to the development of the position
paper. The forums are scheduled for the first quarter of next year to allow adequate planning
and promotion time and to maximise participation of services.
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Summary
Local community development and youth service projects contribute greatly to the building
of social capital within our LGA. These services, whilst having strong, local community
support are having difficulties staying viable within their operational context.
The Service Sustainability Forum will be an event for local community organisations to come
together and discuss issues of sustainability and viability. The process for developing the
forums is, in itself, an opportunity for groups to work together and strengthen partnerships
and develop locally responsive solutions.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receive the information in this report.
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The City as a Social Place
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Children's Memorial Garden - Penrith General Cemetery

Compiled by:

Mary Thorne, Cemeteries Officer

Authorised by:

Gary Dean, Facilities Operations Manager

1005/11

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 52):
Social Services and facilities are
established and operating to meet community needs.
02/03 Critical Action: Support local community programs to meet identified community
needs.
Purpose:
To advise Council of the establishment of the Children's Memorial Garden at Penrith
General Cemetery.
Background
Since Penrith General Cemetery was established in 1910 and until 1981, babies and paupers
were buried in unmarked rows in the cemetery without any epitaph or memorial.
In 1910, Anglican Row D, numbered from 33 onwards was designated for this use. The
cemetery register also shows that on June 19, 1911 ‘Murray’s stillborn’ was buried in
unconsecrated ground. Infants dying before baptism were relegated to ‘limbo’ and buried in
unconsecrated ground. There is no record where this land might be within the cemetery.
As the years passed and the designated rows filled, another row/area was allocated. There is
no information on whether these rows were consecrated. There are at least four separate
areas, each grave holding multiple burials. We are confident where two of these areas are
situated.
It is believed there are more than 700 baby burials in Penrith General Cemetery. The burial
of babies, stillborn or dying soon after birth, was arranged by the hospital. The pauper
burials were arranged by hospitals and the Police Department.
The cemetery record consists of date, surname, sometimes a Christian name and age. We
have no detail of next-of-kin. Some of the burials are listed as unknown.
There are also a large number of baby/pauper burials at Emu Plains Cemetery.
Over the years enquiries have been received from mothers, parents or siblings, seeking where
their baby, brother or sister has been buried. Many of these people are still grieving for their
children. In most cases the mother did not see or hold their baby. It was whisked away,
supposedly to help them cope and move on with their life.
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(Australasian Cemeteries & Crematoria

“The often unspoken grief of families who have lost a baby before term, or shortly
after birth, can probably be best summed up when a mother who suffered the loss of a
stillborn many years ago was asked ‘Do you still think about your child?’ Her reply
was ‘Only every day’.”
All enquiries are dealt with in a caring way and some families have erected a temporary
monument in the vicinity of where their child or loved one may be buried. This practice has
not been encouraged but was allowed.
To provide some comfort, a photocopy of the register entry (for burials up to the early
1970’s) can be given to the family. The entry shows the row and number but it is impossible
to pinpoint the exact location because it was a communal burial ground.
Now, thankfully, parents who suffer the loss of a stillborn or newborn baby are dealt with in a
humane and compassionate way.
Children’s Memorial Garden
The above situation applies to most local government cemeteries of the same era. Some have
established memorial gardens, Butterfly Garden, Garden of Loving Memories, etc. We have
recognised the need to construct a similar memorial.
Construction of a Children’s Memorial Garden at Penrith General Cemetery, where the most
recent children/pauper burials occurred, has just been completed. The dedication of the
Garden will be at 10.30 am, 12 October 2002. The Mayor and two clergy will officiate.
Invitations will be issued to all Councillors and other relevant persons. It is intended to
advertise this occasion in the local media for the interest of our community.
The garden is free form and features two large placed rocks. The garden is edged with a kerb
that will accommodate small plaques.
The largest rock has a bronze plaque showing children under the night sky, walking hand in
hand on a pathway winding its way towards the mountains. (The mountains show the outline
of ‘The Sleeping Woman’ as seen from St Marys). The children are guarded by a group of
native animals. The caption ‘Sleep my little one sleep’ is shown on the plaque. The line is
taken from Alfred, Lord Tennyson’s poem ‘Sweet and Low’.
Contact has been made with social workers at Nepean Hospital and there is an active support
group called Grief After Pregnancy (GAPS) for parents who have lost a child. Although
there is a number of other support groups, SIDS, SANDS, Bonnie Babes etc., as a local
group, GAPS is considered most appropriate. GAPS representatives have been invited to
participate in the service.
A list of parents and siblings has been compiled from the enquiries received and they have
been invited to attend and also participate in the dedication service.
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RECOMMENDATION
That the report concerning the Children’s Memorial Garden at Penrith General Cemetery be
received.
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Children's Services One-Off Grants For Minor Capital Works

1300/19

Compiled by:

Winifred Sadlier, Children's Services Development Officer

Authorised by:

Denise Gibson, Children’s Services Manager

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 57):
Children's services are provided to
assist families, family employment choices and to maximise children's potential.
02/03 Critical Action: Provide best practice, quality children's services that supports
workforce participation, families and children.
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to inform Council on the outcome of children’s services
applications for one-off funding grants from the Federal Department of Family and
Community Services.
Background
Children’s Services Response to One-off Grants
In February 2002 the Department of Family and Community Services invited Council’s
Children’s Services to apply for one-off grants for the purpose of Minor Capital Upgrades.
The Department of Family and Community Services had advised of grant funding for the
purpose of minor capital works that would improve health, safety or licensing concerns in
long day care and occasional care centres. The funding offer was within the expenditure of
$15,000 and $70,000.
Children’s Services were advised by the Department of Family and Community Services to
prioritise their funding applications. Children’s Services identified Tamara Children’s Centre
as a high priority to enable capital work to be carried out on the playground to meet NSW
licensing standards.
The following Council Children’s Services applied for the one-off grants. The results of the
funding applications are included in the following table.
Name of Centre

Item applied for

Werrington County Kitchen
Werrianda
Fence and bathroom
Erskine Park
Shade & softfall
Stepping Stones
Cook Parade
Wattle Glenn
Koala Corner

Kitchen
Shade
Softfall
Kitchen

Planning and Providing for the Needs of Children

Amount of grant

Approval

$18 500.00
$15 000 + $20 000
$43 401.60 +
$16 694.00
$29 700
$20 367.60
$16 571.50
$15 043

Unsuccessful
Unsuccessful
Unsuccessful
Unsuccessful
Unsuccessful
Unsuccessful
Unsuccessful
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Blue Emu
Strauss Road
Tamara
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Item applied for
Shade
Shade
Softfall, drainage,
modification of steps, shade

Amount of grant
$18 189.60
$37 019.40
$27 838.50

Approval
Unsuccessful
Unsuccessful
Successful – to
receive $19 000

Reason for not being Successful
The Department of Family and Community Services have informed Council that all our
applications met the funding criteria but that funds available nationally were limited and it
was not possible to approve all applications.
Successful Centre
Tamara Children’s Centre having received the grant of $19,000, will be required to
commence or complete the project within the next six months. A review of the existing
playground design and prioritized stages is underway.
Funding of Unsuccessful Projects
The unsuccessful projects will be prioritized and incorporated in Children’s Services facility
upgrade programme for consideration in future grant opportunities, in the Children’s Services
budgets and in Council’s 2003/2004 management plan process.
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1. Council receives this information contained in the Children’s Services Minor
Capital Upgrading Program report.
2. Children’s Services Department writes to the Department of Family and
Community Services thanking them for the grant to Tamara Children’s Centre.
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SUPS Application for Funding Final Report

Compiled by:

Shirley Ryan, Specialist Child Care Worker

Authorised by:

Denise Gibson, Children's Services Manager

1300/41 Pt3

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 57):
Children's services are provided to
assist families, family employment choices and to maximise children's potential.
02/03 Critical Action: Facilitate fairness of access to Children’s Services.
Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to inform Penrith City Council that Council’s Supplementary
Project (SUPS) submission to the Department of Aboriginal Affairs Grants Program for
funds to develop resources to achieve social justice commitments to Aboriginal people of the
City of Penrith was successful to the amount of $300.00.
Background
Penrith City Council’s Supplementary Project (SUPS) forwarded a submission for a grant of
$4,000.00 through the Department of Aboriginal Affairs Grants Program. This submission
was endorsed and adopted at Council’s Ordinary Meeting on Monday, 2nd September 2002.
Details of the Submission to the Department of Aboriginal Affairs
A one–off discretionary grant of up to $4,000 was offered by the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs for organisations to use to develop resources to achieve social justice commitments to
Aboriginal people of NSW. We applied for the amount of $4,000 to cover a wide range of
equipment and resources to supplement the SUPS Resource Library.
Council received a letter from the Department of Aboriginal Affairs on 18th September, 2002,
to inform us that our application was successful to the amount of $300. This grant will be
used to build resources to support literacy, numeracy and special interest projects in centres
from an Aboriginal perspective.
Under the conditions on receiving this grant, we have one month to purchase the Aboriginal
resources and any portion of the grant not spent, needs to be returned to the Director General,
Department of Aboriginal Affairs.
The purchasing of equipment has been arranged.
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

Council accepts the grant of $300 from the Department of Aboriginal Affairs
for the Supplementary Project (SUPS) to purchase equipment within one
month.
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The Department of Aboriginal Affairs be thanked for the grant for the SUPS
Project.
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City Operations Directorate Report to end August 2002

Compiled by:

David Burns, Asset Manager

Authorised by:

Ray Moore, Director of City Operations

153/2

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 89):
A register of all significant assets, their
condition and standards determined and a plan for their maintenance is operating.
02/03 Critical Action: Prepare and implement a prioritised asset management plan.
Purpose:
To report to Council on the progress of works of the City Operations Directorate.
Background
Asset Management Department
Construction Section
Path Paving – Works completed since the last report are Gipps Street (bus stop to Guild St),
Rance Oval, Rugby St, Boundary Rd, Acacia Rd, Lakes Drive, Francis and Henry Lawson
Drive.
Expenditure to Date: $742,815 (2001/02)
Budget:
$749,669 (2001/02)

$21,000 (2002/03)
$600,000 (2002/03)

Gross Pollutant Traps – Work is complete except for some minor gabian mattress
modifications at the Panthers site.
Expenditure to Date: $29,589
Budget:
$47,170
Dunheved Circuit, Charles Street to Loop Road - This work is in progress with drainage work
well underway.
Expenditure to Date: $43,000
Budget:
$310,000
The Northern Road (Homestead to Glenmore Parkway) Widening – This work is on
programme for a finish date in late September.
Contract Value:
$1.95M
Expenditure to Date: $1.62M

Asset Management
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Stock Avenue Drainage – This work is 90% complete and was substantially completed last
year. Finalisation of works is delayed by Sydney Water who need to do a connection to the
sewer.
Expenditure to Date: $361,132
Budget:
$370,000
High Street Triangle & Zonta Garden – This work is completed, except for some minor
works.
Expenditure to Date: $210,714
Budget:
$231,428
Coachmans Park Refurbishment – This work is complete.
Expenditure to Date: $129,862
Budget:
$200,000
Jamison/Racecourse Road Traffic Facility – This work is complete except for the Splitter
Island.
Expenditure to Date: $111,693
Budget:
$112,300
Parklands Avenue Drainage – Work is in progress.
Expenditure to Date: $95,083
Budget:
$175,000
Boundary Road Kerb and Gutter – This work is complete.
Expenditure to Date: $58,784
Budget:
$175,000
Roads Reconstruction
i. Poplar Street - Work is in progress
Expenditure to Date:
$10,892
Budget:
$172,000
ii. Brisbane Street - Work is in progress.
Expenditure to Date:
$25,692
Budget:
$230,000
iii. Station Street, Penrith – Footpath upgrade. This work is in progress
Expenditure to Date:
$5,000
Budget:
$100,000
Maintenance Section
With the next round of Infrastructure inspections completed, the backlog of concrete
maintenance reaching intervention levels is increasing. Discontinuities in footpaving that
equal or exceed intervention levels are being infilled with asphalt as a temporary measure.
The locations where temporary infills are carried out are not removed from the list of
permanent work to be carried by footpath discontinuities.
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Councils new sign crew, funded from the Traffic Facilities Component of the RTA Block
Grant is operating very well.
As predicted prior to accepting this component of the Block Grant, the recording of
information associated with regulatory signs is an important part of carrying the work. The
Asset Management Department is working closely with the Information Department with a
view to implementing computerised asset system to record this information.
Since the system of precinct inspection has been in place, the number of customer requests
for street signs has dropped markedly. The initial inspections detected a large number of
missing or damaged signs resulting in a backlog of work requests. Subsequent inspections
are revealing fewer and fewer missing or damaged signs now that the backlog has been
overcome.
With 2 mechanical street sweepers now available to sweep regional shopping centres and
residential streets, the frequency of service to residential streets is anticipated to be 4-monthly
on average. The actual frequency may vary based on need. Heavily tree-lined streets may
require the service more frequently while other streets with less trees may require the service
less frequently. Weather conditions will also have an influence on demand in some areas.
The quantity of material collected will effect the number of times per day the sweepers need
to return to the depot to empty and this, in turn, reduces the length of road swept.
The addition of mechanical footpath sweepers to assist the hand sweeping staff in the Penrith
and St Marys CBD’s has resulted in a much-improved service in these areas. Apart from
improving the service to footpath areas previously patrolled, the service is now being
extended to areas not previously covered.
Road maintenance resources are being used to address intervention level road repairs arising
from the precinct inspections.
Pothole repairs are currently being carried out within specified response times. Heavy
patching has a backlog that exceeds the response times specified. Of particular concern is the
increase in road failures in Glenmore Park. This is an area where, due to the age of the roads,
major repairs would not normally be expected for many years. Of greater concern is that this
is occurring during a relatively dry period. The situation is being monitored.
Plant Replacement Programme
The 2002/03 Programme has been finalised and the majority of quotes received. Orders have
been placed for new tractors, ride-on mowers and some trucks.
Asset Systems Section
Roads to Recovery Programme – 2002/2003
Resurfacing works on Sherringham Road is complete. (Woodgate Crescent to Borrowdale
Way and Eiger Close to The Northern Road). Kerb & gutter repairs on Desborough Road
complete.
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Road Resheeting/Resealing Programme
In excess of 3000sqm of road pavement repairs and 660m of kerb and gutter repairs have
been carried out for the 2002/2003 resheeting programme.
Since the previous report the following roads have been resurfaced with asphaltic concrete:
Rydal Place, Cranebrook (entire length)

Santon Place, Cranebrook (entire length)

Thornflat Road, Cranebrook (entire length)
Ulpha Place, Cranebrook (entire length)
Jamieson Street, Emu Plains (Brougham Park Street, Emu Plains (entire length)
Street to Grey Street)
Areley Court, Jamisontown (entire length)
Drake Street, Jamsiontown (Kiaka Cres to
Kiaka Cres)
Hadley Place, Jamisontown (entire length)
Jular Place, Jamisontown (entire length)
• Mensa place, Jamisontown (entire length) • Colless Street, Penrith (Stafford Street to
Jamison Road)
• Birmingham Road, South Penrith (York
• Birmingham Road, South Penrith (no. 41
Road to Moseley Ave)
to York Road (east))
• Bluegum Avenue, South Penrith (entire
• Jamison Road, South Penrith (100m east
length)
to Jamison Road to Doonmore Street) –
resurfaced on a Sunday
• Joanna Street, South Penrith (Samuel
• Malabine Place, South Penrith (entire
Foster Drive to Damien Avenue)
length)
• Opal Close, South Penrith (entire length) • Racecourse Road, South Pernith (Mawell
Street to Grassmere Street)
• Smith Street, South Penrith (Evan Street
• Treetops Avenue, SouthPenrith (entire
to Racecourse Road)
length)
• Westmont Drive, South Penrith (entire
• York Road, South Penrith (Price Street to
length)
Tukara Road)
Audits/Inspections
Detailed inspections of all of Councils kerb & gutter and path paving are currently still in
progress. Any ‘trip hazards’ greater than 20mm are being temporarily repaired with asphalt.
The fourth cycle of Ausspec#4 routine maintenance inspections is complete. All outstanding
defects are being prioritised for repair.
A night safety audit of Council’s road network has been conducted. This has identified in
excess of 500 street lights not operating correctly. Integral Energy has been instructed to
repair these lights.
Development Services Unit
•

Accepted the following developer constructed assets:
-

Augusta Place/Explorers Way, St Clair – approximately 514 metres of new
road associated with a residential subdivision.
Dulhunty Court, Cranebrook – approximately 60 metres of road associated
with a residential subdivision.
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•

Camden Street, Penrith – half road constructed associated with industrial
development.

Construction certificates were issued for the engineering works associated with
the following developments:
-

•
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Hibiscus Court, St Clair – interallotment drainage works associated with a
residential subdivision.
Marsden Street, Oxley Park – road and drainage works associated with a
residential subdivision.
Castlereagh Road, Agnes Banks – road and drainage works associated
with a rural residential subdivision.
Precinct 3K2, Glenmore Park – road and drainage works associated with a
residential subdivision.
Precinct 8M2, Glenmore Park – road and drainage works associated with a
residential subdivision.
The Northern Road, Glenmore Park – landscape mounding associated with
a procedural subdivision.

Inspections were carried out on the engineering works for the following
developments:
-

Irwin Street, Werrington – drainage construction
Bayton Place, Oxley Park – road pavement and drainage construction
Wolseley Street Penrith – road pavement construction

Traffic Section
The Local Traffic Committee at its meeting on 5 August 2002 considered thirteen Items on
traffic and safety issues and Council at its ordinary meeting on 19 August 2002 adopted the
report and recommendations of the Local Traffic Committee.
Investigation and analysis of other traffic and safety issues received including determination
of speed profiles in nominated locations are continuously being carried out. In addition,
traffic impact on development application referrals received from the Development Services
Unit are also being investigated and assessed.
Council at its meeting on 19 August 2002 resolved to accept the RTA grant allocations for
Traffic Management and Road Safety as follows:
Traffic Management
1. Cycleways, Castlereagh Road (off-road facility)
2. Cycleways, Local Bikeplan, Penrith Drainage Reserve
between Timaru Grove & Bilwara Crescent
3. PAMP Implementation
4. Traffic Calming, Bennett Street/Banks Drive
5. Traffic Calming, Tench Avenue, Jamisontown
6. Traffic Calming, Maxwell Street, South Penrith
7. Road Safety Remedial Works – Glossop Street/Wattle
Street, St Marys. 100% RTA Funding
TOTAL

Asset Management

$13,000
$12,000
$15,000
$70,000
$14,000
$25,000
$15,000
$164,000
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Road Safety
Penrith Road Safety Program

$35,000

Council is still awaiting confirmation of the funding for Road Safety Remedial Works for
Glossop St/Wattle St, North St Marys. The grant application was for $30,000 fully funded by
the RTA; however, advice received from the Authority on 24 July 2002 indicated an
allocation of $15,000 (50% funding only).
Residents in Tench Avenue and Bennett Road have previously been consulted regarding the
proposed traffic calming devices and the design plans for these projects have been modified
to address the residents’ concerns. The final design plans will be forwarded to them for
information prior to the construction of these facilities.
Road Safety Section
Responsible Driver Program (formerly called Traffic Offenders Program)
The programme is now into its fourth (six-week) course, with the next course scheduled to
commence on 2 October 2002.
There are 21 participants enrolled in the current course with early indications that similar
numbers will be in attendance for the fifth course.
The Programme Co- ordinator advises that due to feedback from participants there have been
minor amendments to improve the structure and delivery of course content.
FARM (Fatal Accidents in Rural Main Roads)
A joint local programme between Penrith and Hawkesbury City Councils targeting speed
prevention over the October school holiday/long weekend period is due to be launched on 27
September 2002.
A travel pack has been developed containing a range of resources and giveaways including
pads and pens with slow messages on them, information about driving on rural roads,
stopping distances and what to do if an accident occurs.
The packs will be distributed through local selected service stations and McDonalds outlets.
This project is jointly funded by the RTA, Penrith and Hawkesbury City Councils.
Who me? Drink or Drive Shuttle Bus
The 20-week trial of the Drink Drive Shuttle Bus ended on 24 August 2002. A review of the
trial results was carried out to determine usage patterns etc.
Evaluation of the trial figures indicated that Friday nights had far greater levels of patronage
than Saturday nights.
In conclusion the trial was deemed successful and a further report was submitted to Council
to extend the trial for a period of five weeks. Negotiations continue with venues prior to the
commencement of the extension.
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WSROC Strategic Plan for Road Safety 2010
The official launch of the WSROC Strategic Plan for Road Safety 2010 was launched on
14 August 2002 at Norwest International Hotel, Norwest Business Park.
The aims and objectives of the Plan are to provide a consistent approach to the co-ordination
and optimisation of effort to resolve the trauma and associated cost of road crashes
throughout the WSROC community.
Parks Construction & Maintenance
City Beautification
Floral Display, St Marys
The floral display on the corner of Charles Hackett Drive and the Great Western Highway
will be completed in two weeks. The perimeter brick wall is completed. Planting out the
display sign is underway.
Coachman’s Park, St Marys
The planting of the garden beds has been completed.
Roundabout plantings, Coreen Avenue, Penrith and Dunheved Road, Werrington
Phoenix palms have been planted at both locations. These palms were donated to Council by
residents. The only cost for the palms was for transplanting which was approximately $2,500
each.
Mulgoa Road, Penrith
Tree planting for a noise barrier along Mulgoa Road near Schoolhouse Road has been
completed.
General Maintenance
Spring Festival, St Marys
Parks staff were involved in preparations for the Spring Festival which was held on 7th
September. They assisted with the erection of banners and barricades. Staff also assisted
with the general cleanup after the event.
Tench Reserve, Penrith
The irrigation line from Tench Reserve to Jamison Park has been repaired. As reported to
Council, the cost of these repairs was over $10,000 which will be paid for out of the Parks
maintenance budget.
Andromeda Drive Soccer Fields, Cranebrook
The sunken area on the soccer fields has been lifted and the area turfed. This work is in
response to an ongoing problem with subsidence. The specific area was an old dam that
apparently was not filled properly by the contractors.
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Parker Street Athletics Facility, Penrith
Repairs to the running track at Parker Street has been completed. The reconstruction of the
retaining wall behind the amenity building will commence in early October.
Gate at Russell Street, Riverchase Estate, Emu Plains
The closure of Russell Street at the entrance to Alma Crescent has been in operation. There
have been problems with recreational vehicles accessing the reserve in other locations and
this is causing some concern to residents. Parks staff have installed additional fencing to
rectify this problem.
Lawler Park and Woodriff Gardens, Penrith
Renovations to the gardens have been completed. This work involved generally tidying up of
the trees and shrubs, selective replanting and remulching.
Sporting Fields
The removal of goal posts for the summer season has commenced. The field improvement
program will be delayed until there is good ‘soaking’ rain. Repairs to the cricket pitches is a
major task. The repairs must be completed by the opening of the season commencing on 21st
September.
Landscape Construction
Patterson Oval, Cambridge Park
Bollarding at the carpark has been completed. Tree planting around the perimeter of the park
is due to commence in October
BMX Facility, South Creek Park
Construction of the starting gate ‘shelter’ has commenced.
operational in October.

The BMX track should be

Werrington Lake, Werrington
The new path at the Lake has been completed. Additional tree planting to replace old and
dying melaleucas has been carried out. Repairs to the recently installed rock embankments
has been completed. This work was required due to vandalism.
Howell Oval, Penrith
Turfing at the entrance to Oval has been carried out. This landscaping project has now been
completed.
Practice Cricket Nets, Cranebrook Park
The installation of the new nets is nearly complete.
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Bushcare
Werrington Creek
This project is due to commence in October. The work will focus on specific sites between
Victoria Road and the Lake. Funding for this work comes from a Department of Land and
Water Conservation Grant.
Biodiversity Expo
This was held on Saturday, 7th September and the Bushcare exhibit was well attended with
numerous inquiries regarding bushcare groups activities being received.
Building Services Department
Strauss Road Child Care Centre
Carpet has been was laid in August at the Centre.
Werrington Youth Centre
The construction of the storeroom has been completed.
Old Council Chambers – Upgrading of Essential Fire Services
90% of work has been completed. Completion is due in October 2002.
Energy Performance Contract
The approved Contractor is currently undertaking feasibility study to verify the saving
identified in the initial submission.
North St Marys Hall & Londonderry Neighbourhood Centre
New curtains have been installed at these facilities.
Harold Corr Hall
A complete strip and reseal of the timber floor has been completed.
The rear pergola has been demolished in preparation for a new gazebo.
Quotes are being sought to carry out painting of the ceiling to the main hall.
Mulgoa Hall
Quotes have been called to supply colourbond fascia covers and new guttering to the Hall and
the Tennis Amenities. This work will be carried out in September 2002.
Civic Centre Paint Programme
The final year of the six year contract has now been carried out. It is expected that we will
call for Tenders early 2003 for a new six-year paint programme contract.
Maintenance Works for August 2002
The Building Services department received 249 maintenance requests for August 2002.
Graffiti Removed by Council Staff
Council staff removed graffiti from buildings on 343 occasions during the month of August.
The most frequently hit sites for the month were as follows:
•

Mt Pleasant Shopping Precinct
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Judges Place Carpark
Various Water Tanks
Ridge Park Hall & Amenities
Integral Padmounts

22 hits
14 hits
10 hits
18

Council staff also removed graffiti from 27 various bus shelters.
Below is a comparison table and graph showing graffiti removal from 1st January 2001 – 31st
August 2001 and 1st January 2002 – 31st August 2002.
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Department of Juvenile Justice – Young Offenders Programme
Due to this programme’s success, there was a limited amount of work completed for August
2002. Council are currently investigating further sites for graffiti removal. A meeting took
place early September with the Area Supervisor to discuss expanding their programme.
Waste & Community Protection Department
Ranger Services
Staff attended the annual Australian Local Government Rangers Association Conference and
the inaugural Companion Animals Conference held at Warwick Farm. Council was
presented with a merit award for its Seniors’ Microchipping Program by the Minister, The
Hon Harry Woods OAM MP.
Rangers were on hand to give assistance with directions and to give advice at the Companion
Animals stand at Council’s Open Day. Their assistance was also called upon in the late
afternoon with traffic control when a hailstorm struck.
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The removal of pole posters remained a high priority during the period with 45 man-hours
being devoted to this task. The objective of removal promptly after posting is showing to be
an effective strategy with a marked improvement in the visual appearance of the City
streetscape noticeable.

Rangers have commenced visiting schools in the area to promote school road safety and to
enforce parking regulations at school sites. Letters have been sent to all school Principals
encouraging them to inform parents of the need to obey the road rules around the schools for
the safety of children.
Animal Services
During the period two cat desexing clinics have been held as part of Council’s “Operation
Cat” whereby cats are desexed and microchipped at a subsidised rate. A total of 23 cats were
treated with the level of interest remaining high for clinics to be schedule for the near future.
Staff Companion Animal displays were prepared for Council’s Open Day and the St Marys
Spring Festival. The level of enquiry was high with most relating to the existence and use of
off-leash areas and seeking information in relation to microchipping and lifetime registration
of dogs.
Reminders to dog owners of the lifetime registration and microchipping requirements, which
come into effect on 1 October 2002, have generated a constant stream of telephone and
counter enquiries. The need for a continuing public education program is highlighted and the
positive benefit of Council’s subsidised microchipping program for pensioners is emphasised.
The replacement Animal Services Officer, Mr Robert Haidar, commenced duties on
2 September 2002.
Dialogue has continued with staff of Hawkesbury Council in relation to commencement of
contractual arrangements for the receipt of impounded dogs that come into effect from
1 October 2002. An advertising program has been provided to inform residents of this
change.
Penrith Rural Fire Service
Penrith Brigades attended 57 incident calls during August, these were:
•
•
•
•
•

31 grass and bush fires
2 serious motor vehicle accidents
8 automatic fire alarm calls
9 illegal fires
7 false Alarm

With most of the State declared drought stricken, the commencement of the Bushfire Danger
Period was brought forward to 19 August 2002 and extends until 30 March 2003.
All Penrith Brigade annual elections have now been held and all positions filled as follows:
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Berkshire Park
Captain B Roberts
Senior Deputy Kyle Pearson
Castlereagh
Captain Geoff Phillips
Senior Deputy Steve Gregory
Daruk
Captain John Jackson
Erskine Park
Captain Rod Parr
Senior Deputy Steve Mulligan
Llandilo
Captain Jayson Chapman
Senior Deputy Perce Denton

30 September 2002

Londonderry
Captain Nik Weissflog
Senior Deputy Keith Craig
Mulgoa
Captain Shane Wilson
Senior Deputy Ian Walther
Orchard Hills
Captain G Speed
Senior Deputy Peter Smith
Regentville
Captain John Foster
Senior Deputy Andrew Heffernan
Wallacia
Captain Phil Fisher
Senior Deputy Steve Hackett

Preparations for the NSW Rural Fire Service State Championships to be held at the Penrith
Paceway on the weekend of 21 & 22 September 2002 are on schedule with all indications
being for a highly successful event.
Penrith Brigades have purchased, through donations, a lighting tower. This unit will improve
efficiency at incidents such as structure fires, motor vehicle accidents and other incidents at
night.
Penrith SES
On Saturday, 3 August 2002, 16 members of the Unit attended the Council Open Day to man
a promotional display and run a sausage sizzle. A vertical rescue display from the roof of the
Civic Centre was a highlight of the day’s activities.
The hailstorm that hit at approximately 4.00 pm on the Open Day generated a total of 58
requests for assistance, mainly from Emu Plains, Glenmore Park and South Penrith areas – 38
of which were for damage to properties from trees. Out of area assistance was requested to
which units from Blue Mountains, Mt Druitt, Hawkesbury, Blacktown, Holroyd and
Ashfield/Leichhardt were responded.
Teams worked until 2.00 am Sunday and continued from 8.00 am until all jobs were
completed at approximately 6.00 pm.
On 12 August severe winds were experienced with two requests for assistance in the Emu
Plains area being received.
The usual training and maintenance activities continued as scheduled during the month.
Total hours for August were 767 with 289 of these being operational hours. These hours do
not include the hours worked by the State Emergency Service out of area teams on 3 & 4
August 2002.
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Local Emergency Management
The Penrith City Disaster Plan has been reviewed and completed. The Plan details
arrangements for prevention of, preparation for, response to and recovery from emergencies
in the Penrith local government area.
A meeting of the Local Emergency Management Committee was held at the Sydney
International Regatta Centre on 15 August 2002. The Regatta Centre Evacuation Plan was
tabled for discussion and an update on the SES Flood Awareness program was provided. A
“desktop” disaster exercise will be provided at the next meeting in December 2002.

Waste Management
Domestic Waste Service Issues
•

Council’s Waste Education Program is currently being reviewed (based on feedback
from customers).

•

The CPI Reviews of the domestic garbage, effluent, litter bin and bulk bin service
contracts have recently been completed for the new contract term.

Resource NSW
•

Resource NSW Draft Strategy is currently with the Minister for approval and will be
forwarded to councils for comment in the very near future.

•

Resource NSW is currently developing a program for the collection of household
chemical waste. The objective is to remove hazardous chemical waste from the
domestic waste stream. The program will be similar to that conducted by Sydney
Water.
The collection program will comprise 41 one-day collection events over a period of
12-18 months and is expected to commence in February 2003. The service will
extend to Greater Sydney, Central Coast, Hunter, Illawarra and Blue Mountains
Regions.

•

In conjunction with Resource NSW, the Jurisdictional Recycling Group are
developing a Best Practice Council Contract Support Program. The aim of the
program is to review best practice in Council contracts for kerbside recycling and to
establish best practice for NSW. Best practice bands will cover categories of Yield,
Service Cost, Convenience & Acceptance, Material Quality and Occupational Health
& Safety. When completed, Resource NSW will work with councils who would like
assistance in improving their kerbside recycling services.
Penrith City Council has been identified as one of a number of councils operating a
quality recycling service and will participate in the review.

•

Pre-Treatment Update – it has been determined that Hawkesbury City Council will be
the consent authority with respect to the Development Application for the PreTreatment Facility. The community consultation process is currently underway. It is
expected that a Development Application will be submitted to Hawkesbury City
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It is now anticipated that construction works will

Tenders for the secondary resource material (material after the treatment process) are
expected to be called within a month.
Waste Service NSW
Waste Service NSW gave a presentation on alternative technology for processing of waste (in
lieu of landfilling) at a recent meeting with Western Sydney Waste Officers. In brief, the
presentation advised on the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eastern Creek will be the first of seven alternative technology facilities to be
developed in the Sydney Metropolitan area.
Alternative technology will reduce waste volumes by 60% to produce waste to energy
products and composting products.
The facility will handle 250,000 tonnes of waste/year.
Eastern Creek landfill operations have a life expectancy of eight years.
Expected gate fees are hoped to be in the range of that of a transfer station (currently
around $95/tonne).
It is hoped that gate costs will be fixed for ten years.
Alternative technology will compliment all Council services including a single bin
service.

New Concepts for Domestic Waste Service Collections
•

Brisbane City Council recently introduced a one truck collection system. The truck is
split horizontally (similar to Penrith’s recycling trucks) which receives garbage in the
bottom level and recyclables in the top. During the recycling week the “single pass”
trucks empty both garbage and recycling bins. Normal garbage trucks service the
garbage bins during the off-week for recycling.

•

Brisbane claims that this service provides the following benefits:

•
•
•
•
•

Reduction in fuel consumption and vehicle emissions
Reduction in vehicle wear and tear
Reduction in the total number of trucks
Reduction in wear and tear on street pavement
Improved ratepayer amenity

•

Sterling City Council in WA has changed from a multi bin system (garbage and
recycling) to a single bin system. All wastes, including recyclables, are placed in the
one bin and are sent to a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) for sorting, processing
and recycling. Residents no longer have to separate their waste into separate bins.
The City of Sterling advises that the MRF will recover for recycling in the order of
70% of the waste input.

All of these concepts and initiatives need to be reviewed, in line with alternative waste
treatment technologies to determine the most viable long-term direction for Penrith.
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Waste Education
Promote Clean Environments in Local Communities
•
•

Production of a litter and stormwater demonstration model for use in school lessons and
displays completed.
Litter Education Program available for booking by schools.

Education and Promotion
•
•
•
•

Waste Audit of Civic Centre (Council Building and Library) from 17 June to 9 July 2002
completed – draft report received.
Registered participation in the St Marys Spring Festival on 7 September and Penrith 2020
Sustainability Forum on 7 September 2002 (Cleanaway). Registered displays at South
Penrith Family Fun Day (22 September) and Glenmore Park Fiesta (2 November).
Talks given: St Marys Pre-School (20/8 & 22/8) – 40 children; Holy Family Primary
(26/8) – 120 children.
Talks booked: Yoorami Child Care Centre (3/9, 19/9 & 24/9); Penrith Primary School
(3/9, 11/9 – MRF); Wallacia Public School (4/9); St Marys South Primary School (6/9);
Erskine Park After School Group/School Holiday Group (6/9, 2/10, 29/11); Emu Plains
Primary School (16/9, 17/9); Samuel Terry Public School (18/9); Carita Child Care
Centre (20/9); Mamre Christian School Yr 7 & 8 (23/9); Stepping Stones Child Care
Centre (25/9); Glenmore Park School Holiday Group (1/10); Kingswood High Yr 8
(Oct); Oxley Park Primary School (23/10); Glenmore Park Women’s Interest Group
(30/10); Blue Emu Child Care Centre (24/10, 6/11, 18/11); The Kids Place, Emu Plains
Child Care Centre (28/10); Claremont Meadows Primary (1/11); Home Carers' Group
(14/11, 21/11); Penrith Anglican College Yr 10 (18/11, 11/12).

Home Composting and Worm Farms
•

Compost bins and worm farm sales =

6 worm farms since 1 July 2002
10 compost bins since 1 July 2002

Encourage Household Waste Reduction
•
•
•
•
•

Display in Civic Centre foyer promoting smaller bin, recycling, home composting, worm
farming.
Display at Penrith Open Day (3/8) promoting smaller bin, recycling, home composting
and worm farming.
Display at Penrith Show (24/8 & 25/8) promoting smaller bin, recycling, home
composting and worm farming.
Penrith Open Day survey showed customer satisfaction rates for garbage and recycling of
97.33% and 93.33% respectively.
Penrith Show survey showed a distinct lack of knowledge of what can be recycled in the
community, particularly what types of plastics could be recycled.

Conduct School and Community Education and Promotional Activities
•

Display at Penrith Open Day (3/8) promoting smaller bin, recycling, home composting
and worm farming.
• Display at Penrith Show (24/8 & 25/8) promoting smaller bin, recycling, home
composting and worm farming.
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•

Prepared submission for “Waste Minimisation” section of Local Government Awards for
Excellence with Maryanne Campanelli.
• Preparing submission for Steel Can Recycling Council’s Steel Can Recycling Award.
• Council’s Waste Minimisation Strategy is a finalist for the Waste Minimisation category
of the Metro Pride Awards.
Training Attended
• Waste Management Conference
Property Development Department
Property Development
•

Fire safety and protection procedures within the former Council Chambers building are
90% completed. External painting will soon commence to improve the front façade.

•

Hassell Planning Consultants completed the Masterplan Study over the former Council
Chambers total site and discussions have commenced with the New South Wales
Government Architect over the possible expansion of office development.

•

Approval was given by Council for the sale by Auction of Lot 1, Cherrybrook Chase at
Londonderry and the Real Estate Agent who specialised in the original sale by Public
Auction has been contacted to undertake the marketing arrangements and Contracts are
being prepared.

Acquisition of Property
•

Negotiations have concluded in the acquisition, an agreement reached for the purchase
of land required for the Jane/North Streets by-pass in North Street, Penrith.

•

Negotiations continuing on the acquisition of land off Mamre and Luddenham Roads
for improvements to the intersection.

•

Investigations continuing into available property within the CBD that reflects Council’s
strategic objectives.

•

Integral Energy requires several electricity easements over Council’s Public Reserves
within the Glenmore Park area. Investigations are continuing as to the effect of such
easements on Council land. A report will soon be presented to Council concerning the
procedures and the compensation requirements.

Property Management
•

All rental reviews have been completed on Council property for the month of August.

•

A report to be presented to Council following the sale of the business by Master
Coaching located within the Allen Arcade. An assignment of Lease will be required.

•

Mount Pleasant Take-Away has requested a change of name and they have been
advised that the option agreement is due in December if the tenant wishes to continue
the tenancy.
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Negotiations in the form of positive meetings have occurred with the Riding for the
Disabled and the Nepean District Pony Club over the occupation of property at Orchard
Hills.

Administration
•

Road closure in Leslie Lane, Werrington is progressing. Four (4) out of the five (5)
adjoining owners have advised they wish to proceed with the acquisition of land. The
fifth adjoining owner is being followed-up if he wishes to continue the purchase. If
not, further discussions will be required with the other adjoining owner.

Facilities Operations Department
Community Safety
Penrith Valley Community Safety Plan
The exhibition period for the draft Community Safety Plan has now been completed. Once
the plan has final approval by Council it will be forwarded to the NSW Attorney General's
Department for adoption as a Community Safety Compact for the Penrith Local Government
Area.
Penrith Valley Community Safety Partnership
The Penrith Valley Community Safety Partnership has been working on developing
responses to strategies outlined in the draft Community Safety Plan in anticipation of the
plan's final approval by Council and the Attorney General's Dept. The responses include a
number of initiatives to expand opportunities for wider community participation.
The next full meeting of the Partnership will be held on the 9th October. Special guest
speaker will be Mr Kevin McMillan from Eagleby, Queensland speaking on a Cultural
Development project that involved Eagleby residents and key government agencies in
designing appropriate and safe public open spaces. The project also trialled a participatory
action research method for creating supportive environments for physical activity.
Penrith Valley Cemeteries
Mary Thorne, Council’s Cemetery Officer, is Deputy Chairperson of the NSW Cemeteries
and Crematoria Association and a representative of the Association on the Funeral Industry
Council. Some legislative changes affecting the industry have been proposed with the draft
Public Health (Disposal of Bodies) Regulation 2002. This regulation has been drafted as a
consequence of a review of the Public Health Act and associated regulations as they applied
to the funeral industry. In December 1999 Council made a submission to that Review and the
issues raised at that time have been adequately addressed in the new legislation and the
Regulatory Impact Statement.
The NSW Cemeteries and Crematoria Association has granted $2,000 to this Council to assist
with the production of a video that demonstrates contemporary procedures for preservation
and conservation work on cemetery monuments. The video was shot at Castlereagh Anglican
Cemetery.
The third Lawn Section at Penrith General Cemetery is now operating.
The construction of the Children’s Memorial Garden at Penrith is complete, with planting out
to occur in the next week. The dedication ceremony will occur on Saturday 12 October at
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10:30am. This important memorial garden has been established to recognise babies that have
been buried in unmarked graves over many years in “hospital” and “pauper” areas in the
cemetery. It is hoped that this will give parents and siblings of these children some closure of
unresolved grief.
Neighbourhood Facilities
Engaging community based management has continued with the conducting of the fifth
Neighbourhood Facilities forum with committee representatives. An Occupational Health and
Safety introductory training session was held and a number of committee meetings were
attended. Consultations continue regarding prioritising construction of shade structures.
Curtains have replaced the vertical blinds at North St Marys Hall. Curtains have been
installed at Londonderry Neighbourhood Centre for the first time. A disability access toilet
has been installed at Regentville Hall which will greatly improve facilities available to clients
of the Nepean Food Services and other hall users.
Work on the implementation of the computer based booking system (Events Perfect)
continues, with the system planned to go live from October 14.
An analysis of use of the 21 directly managed neighbourhood facilities in 2001/02 has
revealed enlightening and interesting statistics that there were 246,000 participants in
activities and functions, with facilities being used on average 27 hours per week.
A successful “Working Bee” was conducted at Cowarra Cottage on 24th, 25th & 31st August,
2002, co-ordinated by Linda Sack and undertaken with the support of user groups. The first
weekend contributed to a large volume of people who volunteered to help with the success of
this event.
Strong community support was evident as 15 volunteers along with their families on the first
weekend turned up and 8 volunteers the following weekend contributed to the success of the
event. Results of the “Working Bee” produced the majority of the inside of the centre being
painted with a much needed clean up.
A special visit was received from His Worship the Mayor, Councillor Pat Sheehy who gave a
few words of encouragement to the hardworking members of the groups who used the centre.
This “Working Bee” was only successful only due to the hard work of the many volunteers
on the day. Also a special thank you to Glen Tuckwell in Building Services who supplied all
the paint and materials for this special event.
RECOMMENDATION
That the report on City Operations Directorate to end of August 2002 be received
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Biofuel

5305/13

Compiled by:

Lindsay Clarke, Works Maintenance Engineer

Authorised by:

David Burns, Asset Manager

Requested by:

Councillor K Paluzzano

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 92):
Assets which are delivered meet
community expectations.
02/03 Critical Action: Develop and implement an integrated, 'lifecycle' approach to asset
provision and maintenance.
Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to advise Council on Biofuels and the possible use in Council’s
plant fleet and equipment.
Background
Councillor Paluzzano at Council’s Meeting on 2 September 2002 requested a report to
Council regarding Biofuel and the implications for use in Council’s plant fleet and
equipment. Biofuels are alcohols, esters and other chemicals made from biomass
(vegetation) such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agricultural waste (crop stubble, sugarcane waste)
Forest Industry Waste (saw dust, wood chips)
Food processing waste (vegetable, fruit)
Energy crops (fast growing trees etc)
Municipal waste (garden trimmings, grass clippings)
Softwood and hardwood plantation
Pulp and paper sludge
Woody weeds

The two most common biofuels that are being developed are bioethanol and biodiesel.
Bioethanol
Ethanol is alcohol produced from the fermentation of vegetation etc. In Australia Ethanol is
currently produced as part of the value-added processing of wheat and molasses.
An Ethanol Petrol Plant has been constructed at Nowra with Federal and State Government
support.
Biodiesel
Biodiesel is an ester (similar to vinegar) that can be produced from several different types of
renewable oils, e.g., soybean, rapeseed/canola etc. The organically derived oils are combined
with alcohol and chemically altered.
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The resulting ester can be blended with conventional diesel fuel or used as a neat fuel (100%
biodiesel)
Of the two, Bio Ethanol is the most developed and advanced renewable fuel technology.
Current Situation
Some overseas countries already include a percentage of ethanol in petroleum fuels available
for transportation.
In the transport sector a common form of use of fuel ethanol is a 10% blend with 90% petrol,
this is referred to as E10. The advantage of E10 is that no adjustment or change is required to
the existing petrol vehicle fleet.
E10 is expected to be the major renewable fuel technology available in Australia in the near
future. Current vehicle technology available in Australia will limit any increase in the
percentage of ethanol in fuel.
Flexible Fuel Vehicles are currently being developed overseas, mainly in the USA. It is
anticipated that vehicles capable of operating effectively on E85 (85% Ethanol, 15% Petrol)
will start to be available in Australia after 2005.
Biofuels are currently not available commercially in Australia. Mobil and Shell are testing a
range of biofuel products to determine suitability for production. NSW Supply has advised
that two Councils in NSW have trialled the use of biofuel. Site mixing was required and the
feedback to NSW Supply was a significant performance reduction and a significantly
increased maintenance cost, due mainly to blocked injectors and filter problems.
Summary
The overall benefit of renewable biofuels to Australia is obvious and extensive.
The Australian Biofuels Association predicts that Australia has the capacity to supply 100%
of its future transport fuel needs by 2050 from biomass residue and new energy crops.
Vehicle technology needs to be developed to take full advantage of this emerging renewable
fuel source. Penrith City Council needs to avail itself of the vehicle technology when
commercially available in Australia.
RECOMMENDATION
That the information in this report is received by Council.
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Election of
Committee

Local

Government

Association

Executive
751/6

Compiled by:

Dianne Richards, Executive Services Officer

Authorised by:

Stephen Britten, Acting Executive Officer

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 108): Effective corporate governance has
been maintained.
02/03 Critical Action: Undertake effective local government.
Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to advise Council on information regarding the Local
Government Association of NSW 2002 Election of the Executive Committee.
Background
The 2002 Election of the Executive Committee for the Local Government Association is to
take place at the Annual Conference to be held on 28-29 October 2002.
The Electoral Commission of NSW will be the Returning Officer for the Election of the
Executive comprising President, Treasurer, 2 Vice-Presidents (1 from a metropolitan council,
1 from a country council) and 20 Committee Members (10 from metropolitan councils, 10
from country councils).
The ballots for President, Treasurer and Vice-Presidents will be conducted on Monday, 28
October, those for Committee Members on Tuesday 29 October.
The Commissioner has forwarded a schedule of candidates for election, together with details
of their local government service, which is to be placed before the Council prior to the
Annual Conference, in accordance the Association’s rule 44(c).
The candidates are presently listed in alphabetical order, however the order of candidates’
names on the ballot papers will be determined by a draw. The draw will be conducted at the
State Electoral Office at 2.00 pm on Monday 21 October 2002, as candidates are able to
withdraw their nomination(s) in writing to the Returning Officer prior to noon on that day.
The Commissioner has advised that candidates will be able to hand out how-to-vote material,
except within the vicinity of the voting areas. In accordance with the Association’s rules
how-to-vote material must contain the name of the organisation or individual authorising the
material. The Association’s rules also state that candidates shall declare registered party
membership on all how-to-vote material.
The Commissioner has asked that the schedule of candidates be placed before Council at the
earliest opportunity. This information has been included in the attachments.
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Council will note that Councillor Davies has been nominated for a position on the Local
Government Association Executive as one of the metropolitan Committee Members.

RECOMMENDATION
That the information from the State Electoral Commission and the attached schedule of
candidates for the 2002 Election of the Executive Committee for the Local Government
Association be received and noted.
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17

Supply Projects

6022/8

Compiled by:

Mal Ackerman, Supply Co-ordinator

Authorised by:

Barry Husking, Chief Financial Officer

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 113): Maintain a sound financial position and
liquidity.
02/03 Critical Action: Develop an organisational Asset Utilisation and Disposal
Strategy.
Purpose:
To seek endorsement to proceed with the establishment of Supply Agreement with one
preferred Supplier and one support Supplier for the supply and delivery of Road Signs and
other nominated Traffic equipment on an “as required basis”. Such arrangements to apply
for a period of three (3) years with a further 2 x 1 years.
Background
The existing Supply Agreement with RMS P/L for the provision of Road Signs and other
nominated Traffic Equipment was initiated by the WSROC Supply Management Group
(SMG) and has been in effect for a period of three years and expires on 31 December 2002.
New Tenders were advertised by WSROC SMG in the Sydney Morning Herald on 18th June
2002 and 26th June 2002 to provide the products specified on an ‘as and when required” basis
for a three year period with two one year options. Included were provisions for rise and fall
and closed on Wednesday, 17th July 2002
The tender documentation was structured to incorporate standard tender templates developed
and endorsed by the WSROC SMG. All member Councils were afforded the opportunity to
provide input to the Tender documents prior to the advertising of tenders. Unit rates were
requested for a basket of standard items that represented the highest use “product mix” for all
Councils.
The tender process adopted by the WSROC SMG fully complies with the requirements of the
Local Government Act.
It was proposed in the Tender documents that up to three Suppliers may be selected to
provide the materials specified. The selected suppliers would be ranked in order of preference
based on the evaluation criteria stipulated in the Tender documents.
A tender project committee was elected by the WSROC SMG to manage the tender process
and to evaluate all offers received.
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Tender Evaluation
The Tender Evaluation committee assessed the tenders against the selection criteria
advertised in the tender, this included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstration of ability to deliver the materials required;
Delivery response times;
the rates and unit prices for the services/materials specified;
Rebates offered;
Previous performance;
Quality Assurance;
Availability of online/internet ordering facilities;
Reporting Capabilities;
OH & S Compliant, and
Environmental Policies.

Weightings were applied to each of the criteria based on a comparative level of importance.
All tenders received were assessed against these criteria and given a final total overall score
out of 200.
The table below lists the responses received and the final scores. Australian Warehouse
Solutions submitted a tender for 2 items only and therefore were not included in the overall
evaluation.
Table 1-Assessment scores
Tenderer

Finance

Total Score

RMS Pty Ltd

189

Artcraft Pty Ltd

176

Hunter Valley Signs

152

Asset Management

133

Jaybro Pty Ltd

129
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Table 2-Price Table
The table below is a summary of annualised cost for each tenderer based on the estimated
annual usages for each of the items included in the basket. In some cases Suppliers did not
submit an offer for all items, in instances where there were a minimal number of items, the
prices submitted by the lowest tenderer have been included for normalisation purposes. In the
case of Jaybro P/L a comparison was drawn between all suppliers for only those items
offered by Jaybro (47 items)

Supplier

Part offer
Comparison
(47 items)

Balance of items

Total Basket
Price

RMS Pty Ltd

$111,904.00

$244,975.00

$356,881.00

Jaybro Pty Ltd

$123,815.00

N/A

N/A

Asset Management

$126,684.00

$293,074.00

$419,759.00

Artcraft Pty Ltd

$131,297.59

$244,834.00

$376,135.59

Hunter Valley Signs

$139,912.00

$315,539.00

$455,456.00

Comments
Jaybro Pty Ltd did not fully meet Quality Assurance requirements and availability of
electronic trading. The overall low score also reflected their limited capability to supply the
full range of items specified.
Apart from the Australian Warehouse Solutions tender, all other offers received met or
exceeded requirements of the Tender evaluation criteria.
The two highest ranked Suppliers (RMS & Artcraft) were further evaluated for their capacity
to provide the products by way of a site visit. All aspects of both companies were reviewed
including their production capability, production-planning methods, inventory management
and order processing systems.
The project team concluded that that both operations were well organised although RMS
P/L’s local production capacity was far greater than Artcraft, this was mainly due to the fact
that Artcraft’s main source of manufacture of signs was based in Brisbane.
Both companies offer value for money products and have clearly demonstrated their ability to
meet all of the tender requirements. RMS (current supplier) is the highest ranked of the two
short listed tenderers and was recommended by the Project team as the preferred supplier. In
addition, the total annualised value for RMS in table 2 represents a reduction in expenditure
over the previous agreement of approximately 5%.
Artcraft Pty Ltd is also recommended for selection on the basis of the second preferred
supplier.
A two supplier arrangement will provide flexibility for member councils and ensure
continued competitiveness between suppliers.
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Rebates
All of the tenderers summarised in the table 2 above have offered volume incentive rebates,
the level of rebates are indicated in the table below. The total prices in table 2 do not include
the rebate. The annual expenditure for this agreement is expected to exceed $1m.
Tenderer

$200-400K

$401-$600K

$601-800K

$801-$1m

> $1m

Jaybro Pty Ltd

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

RMS Pty Ltd

3%

3%

3%

3%

3.5%

Artcraft Pty Ltd

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

Asset Management

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

Hunter Valley Signs

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

Conclusion
The recommendation as noted above was endorsed by the WSROC Supply Management
Group at their monthly meeting held on 11th September 2002, with the recommendation that
relevant approvals are sought from the individual participating Councils to proceed as noted
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

Both RMS and Artcraft be awarded a supply agreement in accordance with the
terms of the Tender, and

2.

RMS is nominated as the preferred supplier.
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Telecommunications

Compiled by:

Mal Ackerman, Supply Co-ordinator

Authorised by:

Barry Husking, Chief Financial Officer

6022/8

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 113): Maintain a sound financial position and
liquidity.
02/03 Critical Action: Develop an organisational Asset Utilisation and Disposal
Strategy.
Purpose:
To seek endorsement to proceed with new 2-year agreements for the provision of
Telecommunications services relating to fixed voice and mobile phones.
Background
Recently Council commissioned a consulting firm to conduct an IT assessment and Review.
One of the findings is to align the IT strategy with Council’s current Management Plan. A
Bi-Component of this is to develop a clear direction regarding Council’s telecommunications.
This report focuses mainly on the voice component.
A working party consisting of Graham Bambrick - Customer Service Support Officer, Mal
Ackerman - Supply Co-ordinator and Stephen Golding - Network Controller, was formed
during 2001 to conduct a total review of Fixed Voice and Mobile Phones.
The review included a check of prices and services currently available from all providers who
are approved under the State Government’s Department of Information Technology
Management (DITM). Telstra currently provides all existing services under the State
Government Agreement that was put in place in November 2000.
Although we are able to take advantage of the rates obtainable under the DITM agreement
Council is not under any specific set term agreement with Telstra for any of the services
covered by this report. All investigations and price submissions from approved suppliers
were sought on the basis of Council entering into a two-year agreement.
Part of the review included the determination of Council’s ‘total spend’ by category for each
of the mainstream services, the break up is shown below in table 1
Total annual expenditure for voice related services (excluding GST) is $379,171.
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Table 1
Telecommunication 2001/02

Telephone Hardware
$33,000
8%

Mobile $138,915
34%

Fixed Voice $240,233
58%

The information below provides details of all offers received and the expected savings for
each service category
1. Fixed Voice
The main components of fixed voice services and their 2001/02 costs are as follows:
Local Neighbourhood & Local NDD1 .......................................................................$63,518
Miscellaneous...............................................................................................................$4,245
STD & NDD Over 25km............................................................................................$43,365
Calls to Mobiles........................................................................................................$126,794
International Direct.......................................................................................................$2,311
Total..........................................................................................................................$240,233
1 a) Local Calls
Provider
Telstra
Optus
MCT (Macquarie Communications)

New Unit
Rate
0.11 cents
0.16 cents
0.154 cents

Current rate

Savings

0.16 cents
NA
NA

35%
0
0.5%

Total annual savings achievable with Telstra offer $22,231.00
1 b) STD & NDD over 25km
Flag Fall
Per minute intercapital
Per Minute Regional
Discount off schedule
Savings on current rate

Telstra
N/A
Variable
Variable
60%
7%

Optus
Nil
0.08
0.112
N/A
N/A

MCT
0.8
Variable
Variable
55%
2%

Current Rate
NA
Variable
Variable
53%

Total Annual Savings achievable with Telstra $3,035.00.
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Calls to Mobiles

Flag Fall
Per minute to like Mobiles
Per Minute others
Savings on current rate

Telstra
0.9
0.22
0.32

Optus
0.10
0.24
0.28

8%

MCT
0.9
0.22
0.32

0

Current Rate
0.10
0.24
0.34

8%

Total Annual savings achievable through Telstra $10,143.00
Summary of fixed voice
Although the rates submitted by other providers are competitive, they are not sufficient to
warrant a changeover of providers for fixed voice, by entering into a fixed agreement with
Telstra for a 2 year period the revised annual spend will be $204,829, a saving of $35,404.
This could be further reduced in the area of fixed to mobile service subject to installation of
additional hardware devices that will convert fixed to mobile to mobile to mobile. This is
further explained under the summary of Mobile Phone services. This is a high cost area for
Council and represents over 53% of our annual spend.
2. Mobile Phones (Service Providers & Associated Hardware)
There are three major providers of mobile phone services, these include:
§
§
§

Telstra;
Optus, and
Vodafone (will only offer via re-sellers).

Telstra provides all existing services including supply of mobile phones and associated
hardware. The combined annual spend is $171,915.
Rate Comparison
Service type
Flag Fall
Peak to like service/per minute

*Telstra
0.11
0.22

Optus
Nil
22.8

Peak to other service/minute
Mobile to fixed line/minute
Minimum monthly call charge

0.30
0.22
11.00

22.8
34.2
Nil

Vodafone
0.154
20 cents up to
10 minutes
0.44
0.44
Nil

* The rates offered by Telstra are the same as their existing rates under the DITM agreement.
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Below is a total cost comparison for each carrier based on a ‘typical’ month’s traffic
Call Category

Telstra

Mobile to Fixed Line
Messagebank
Mobile to Mobile
Mobile to other calls
SMS calls
Totals
Monthly Savings
% average savings

$6,178.11
$438.28
$3,658.53
$290.22
$336.85
$10,901.99

Vodafone
$6,539.38
$0.00
$2,794.06
$290.22
$336.85
$9,960.51
$941.48
8.64%

Optus
$5,663.81
$438.28
$2,290.68
$290.22
$336.85
$9,019.85
$1,882.14
17.26%

2 a) Fixed to Mobile diversion
As noted above (item 1c) the cost of fixed voice service to mobiles can be reduced by
installing ‘mobile diversion ’ units. The product simply attaches to the PABX unit and
recognises mobile numbers dialled and converts the call from Fixed to mobile to Mobile to
Mobile. The capital cost of each unit is $1300 and it is estimated that we will require a
minimum of 4 units to handle the volume of traffic. Any overflow will simply mean that the
call reverts back to a ‘fixed to mobile’ service. Tests are currently being arranged to
ascertain compatibility with the existing PABX.
The following table indicates the extent of further benefits achievable by installing the above
units. The cost of the calls is based on our current average call time of 2.5 minutes:
Call type
Fixed to like mobile
Fixed to other mobile service

Telstra
Voice
0.54
0.73

Telstra
Mobile
0.66
0.86

Optus-mobile
rates
0.57
0.57

Monthly
Volume
4,200
5,800

Summary
Service

Monthly Cost

Telstra Voice .............................................................................................................$6,502
Telstra Mobile ...........................................................................................................$7,760
Optus Mobile.............................................................................................................$5,700
As noted above the monthly savings by diverting all fixed to mobile to mobile/mobile using
the Optus network will be approximately $800 per month over the best price Telstra service.
The savings achieved in the first 12 months would more than fully fund the purchase of the
diversion units.
2 b) Hardware Purchases
Council is currently spending $33,000 annually for various hardware purchases including
mobile phone renewal/upgrade, car kits and other associated items.
The Optus proposal includes a credit amount of $30,450 per annum that could be used to
offset any item of mobile phone hardware. The amount allocated is based on Council
achieving an annual spend on mobile phone services of $120,000. In the event of any
shortfall it will be offset against the amount of credit.
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2 c) Mobile Network Coverage
All services are currently with Telstra. The service availability in some areas of the Civic
Centre has a high drop out rate. For this reason several operations staff are currently using an
Optus service. Whilst problems have been experienced in other areas the overall coverage
provided by Telstra has been of a reasonably high standard.
To enable a complete evaluation of the offer from Optus, a trial phone was provided for a
period of one month. The usage was spread between a number of Works Supervisors and the
service was tracked by Optus to determine the effectiveness (see graph below). In addition
the unit was tested in areas where the Telstra Service is not 100%, this included Wallacia,
Mulgoa, Luddenham, Kemps Creek, St. Clair and Agnes Banks. The final results were very
good with no major signal losses.
Penrith Test-Optus

Dialing Error
No Answer 4
7%

2%

Dropped Calls 1
2%

Successful Calls 48
89%

Summary of Mobile Services
By awarding a 2-year agreement with Optus for the provision of mobile phone services the
annual spend will be reduced to $115,000 representing an annual saving of $23,000. In
addition the cost to purchase hardware would be almost eliminated as a result of the credit
offered by Optus of $60,000 over the 2-year period.
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Overall Summary
By adopting the recommendations as noted below the expected annual savings for all voice
services to Council will be approximately $88,000.
RECOMMENDATION
That:
1. Telstra be awarded a two year agreement to provide all Fixed Voice services, and
2. Optus be awarded a two-year agreement for the provision of mobile phone services.
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2002-03 Voted Works

2002-03 VOTED WORKS as at 30th September 2002
Item
No

Description of Allocation

Meeting
Approved

Amount of
Allocation

Balance

Actual/Committed
Expenditure

$

$

$

EAST WARD
Amount carried forward from 2002
Amount Available for 2003

1 St Marys Arts & Crafts exhibition
2 Bus Shelter in conjunction with State Records

53,000
90,597
143,597

2-Sep-02
16-Sep-02

500
834
1,334

19-Aug-02
19-Aug-02
16-Sep-02

2,500
17,500
833
20,833

19-Aug-02
16-Sep-02

Committed
Uncommitted
TOTAL VOTE
****

0
0

FOM
BCMM

129,601
112,101
111,268
111,268

0
0
0

BCMM

0
0

BCMM

PCMM
BCMM

53,000
78,447
131,447

SOUTH WARD
Amount carried forward from 2002
Amount Available for 2003
1 Penrith Senior Citizens' Office window
2 Bus Shelter in conjunction with State Records

143,097
142,263
142,263

53,000
69,101
10,000
132,101

NORTH WARD
Amount carried forward from 2002
****
Reimbursement of funds advanced in 2001/02
Amount Available for 2003

1 Penrith Senior Citizens' Office window
2 Upgrade for Wilson Park at Llandilo
3 Bus Shelter in conjunction with State Records

Responsible Manager

Funds advanced for Hickey's Lane fencing have been reimbursed from the 2002/3 Parks Improvement Program

2,500
833
3,333

128,947
128,114
128,114

25,500
381,645
407,145

BCMM
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Council's Operating Environment
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Financial Statements 2001/02

Compiled by:

Vicki O'Kelly, Senior Financial Accountant

Authorised by:

Barry Husking, Chief Financial Officer

6057/31

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 113): Maintain a sound financial position and
liquidity.
02/03 Critical Action: Ensure the timely provision of financial advice and information to
support Council's decision making processes.
Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to advise Council that the Financial Statements for the year
ended 30 June 2002 will be presented to this Council meeting. A late report will be
distributed on Friday 27 September 2002 together with the Draft Financial Statements.
Background
The process for completing the Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2002 is
nearing completion and will be presented to this meeting of Council. The statements, a full
report and analysis of the significant points will be distributed Friday.
Mr. Dennis Banicevic of Pricewaterhouse Coopers will also address the meeting. Mr.
Banicevic will report on the results of the audit, discuss important ratios and indicators and be
available to answer any questions.
RECOMMENDATION
That the information in this report be received and noted.
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Council's Operating Environment
20

Financial Statements 2001/02

Compiled by:

Vicki O'Kelly, Senior Financial Accountant

Authorised by:

Barry Husking, Chief Financial Officer

6057/31

Management Plan 4 Year Outcome (Page 113): Maintain a sound financial position and
liquidity.
02/03 Critical Action: Ensure the timely provision of financial advice and information to
support Council's decision making processes.
Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to present to Council the Draft 2001/2002 Financial Statements.
The following will be covered in this report:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Addressing the Meeting by Council’s Auditor
Introduction
Background to the Financial Policies
Budget Amounts
Summary of Financial Results
Comment and Analysis on Results

Addressing the Meeting by Council’s Auditor
Dennis Banicevic a Director of PricewaterhouseCoopers will be addressing the meeting.
Dennis has over twenty years experience in Local Government at a large number of New
South Wales councils and has been responsible for Council’s audit since the merger of Price
Waterhouse and Coopers four years ago.
Introduction
The draft financial statements of the year ended 30 June 2002 are submitted to Council with
the recommendation that they be adopted by Council and referred to audit.
The main component of the financial statements is the “Consolidated General Purpose
Financial Report”. This report includes the activities of Ripples, the Joan Sutherland
Performing Arts Centre, Penrith Whitewater Stadium and all other Council activities and
committees. Payments from one of Councils operation to another have been eliminated from
this report in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards.
The Local Government Act requires the following steps be performed in order:
1. Council staff prepare the statements;
2. Council issues a statement that the accounts are in order;
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3. Council refers the statements to its auditors for checking;
4. The auditor returns the statements with an audit opinion attached before 31 October;
5. The statements are placed on public display and the community may make submissions,
and
6. The statements are formally presented during a council meeting.
It is proposed to complete steps 2, 3 and 4 at tonight’s meeting. The auditors have received
an advance copy of the statements and have now completed several weeks of their audit
program. It is considered appropriate that the Council issue the required statement for the
2001/02 accounts.
This report also deals with formal requirements to finalise the 2001/02 Financial Statements.
Background to the Financial Policies
The Financial Statements are not based on the funding perspective that underpins Council’s
current budget process. The Financial Statements are based on the accrual method of
accounting. This difference in perspective can be illustrated by considering what would
happen if one of Council's buildings was damaged. The financial statements would report a
loss when the damage occurs (whether it is repaired or not). The funding budget would only
report expenditure when the repairs are carried out. Similarly expenses such as depreciation
and unpaid employee entitlements do not affect the bottom line in the budget.
With the exception of land under roads, all of Council's assets are included in the current
structure. It was intended that land under roads would also be brought to account by 30 June
2000 however the date for valuation and capitalisation is still to be advised by the
Department of Local Government. There is still no consensus as to how to value land under
roads, or whether in fact the valuation will be required in the future.
The financial statements contain amounts, which are estimates of the cost of asset utilisation
and their eventual wearing out. This cost is called depreciation. It should be noted that the
replacement of assets must be funded at some time, however the cash is not required today.
The share of the total cost, which has been allocated to 2001/02, is based on the expected
useful life of the assets.
Information on how long assets last can be difficult to obtain. Information regarding asset life
and maintenance requirements on assets such as roads and drains has recently been presented
to the Services Review Working Party. Council’s work is continuing on data collection and
analysis, which in the future will provide more accurate and reliable figures. At this point in
time care should be taken in interpreting the financial results. However it is reasonable to say
that the information held today provides a real indication of deterioration in Council’s
existing infrastructure and evidence of the need for continued increases in funding.
Budget Amounts
The financial statements include comparative budget information in the operating statement
and for each major activity of Council in Note 2(a). The budget figures disclosed are those
approved by Council at the beginning of the financial year (as required by the Department of
Local Government) and do not reflect Council approved variations during the year.
Variations to budgets are reported at each management plan review and at ordinary meetings
during the year.
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Summary of Financial Results

All Figures in $’000s unless stated otherwise
2001/2002

2000/2001

% Change

104,116

96,593

7.8

Operating Revenue

98,897

94,166

5.0

Operating Result before Capital

(5,219)

(2,427)

(115.0)

Capital Grants & Contributions

18,421

11,714

57.2

Net Surplus

13,202

9,286

42.2

Total Assets at 30 June

852,688

839,883

1.5

Total Equity at 30 June

761,662

748,611

1.7

(70)

1,526

(145.9)

Total Borrowings (excluding bank overdraft)

57,086

62,021

8.0

Cash & Investments

57,198

55,503

3.2

Unrestricted Current Ratio

1:65:1

2.05:1

5.3%

5.1%

Operating Expenditure

Profit (Loss) on Sale Assets

Rates Outstanding Ratio

3.9

Operating Statement
The
operating
result
before capital movements
Net Operating Result before Capital
of ($5.2m) is intended to 0.0
1998
1999
2000
2001
show Council’s ability to
sustain its day to day -1.0
operations in the long
term. This result shows
-2.0
-2.43
that Council has a
shortfall in operational -3.0
revenue of $5.2m. This
-4.0
result indicates that the
-4.76
day to day operations of
-5.18
-5.35
-5.0
Council would need to
achieve an increase in
-6.0
revenue or decrease in
expense of $5.2m per year
if the long term replacement of assets was to be funded from operations.
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Operating Revenue
Operating Revenue increased by $4.7m or 5.0% compared to the previous financial year.
This was largely attributable to:
Rates & Annual Charges ................................................................... $3.1m
User Charges & Fees......................................................................... $3.1m
Interest .............................................................................................($0.5m)
Other Revenues ...............................................................................($1.1m)
Number of Rates Assessments

60,977

2002

60,092

2001

57,536

1999

1998

increase contributed an
additional $3.1m to
operating revenue.

58,685

2000

The number of rateable
properties increased by 781
to 60,977 and this together
with the 2.68% general rate

56,461

56,000

56,500

57,000

57,500

58,000

58,500

59,000

59,500

60,000

60,500

61,000

User charges and fees rose by over $3.1m. Fees for sport and recreation increased by $1.1m.
Revenue from Children’s services also increased by $1.2m. Income from Building & Town
Planning related statutory charges increased by $1.6m. Other miscellaneous user charges and
fees decreased by $0.8m.
Interest income declined due to the decreased interest rates available in the market compared
to recent years. Average interest rates achieved for 2001/02 were 4.84% compared to 6.07%
for 2000/01.
Other Revenues decreased by $1.1m. This is partly due to the system enhancements that
have allowed more specific disclosure at an individual line level. Some of these disclosures
have been made in User Fees and Charges rather than in Other Revenue.
Employee Costs
Total wages increased by $4.8M over last year. The increase was largely due to the phasing
in of the new wage agreement between Council and the unions and an award increase of
3.3% in November 2001. The wage increase contained in the agreement dated January 2002
consisted of a movement to the next salary step or a minimum increase of 2.0%. As this
agreement was retrospective to 1 July 2000 over $1.125m was paid to staff as backpay.
2001/2002 saw the continuation of the performance scheme that gives all employees who
meet Council criteria a bonus upon the completion of their annual performance planning
review. An amount equalling 1% of total employee costs is available for distribution staff.
Total performance payments for the year were $329,000.
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The new agreement also has a flow-on effect increasing the amounts held as a provision for
Employee Leave Entitlements- annual leave, long service leave, sick leave and gratuities.
This is reflected as an increase in ELE expensed this year of $1.6m.
Council contributes the statutory obligation of 8% (2001/02) superannuation for all
employees that are no longer eligible to participate in the Local Government Superannuation
Scheme. Council is currently not required to make a contribution to these schemes, as their
fund manager believes that they continue to be over subscribed.
Workers Compensation

2002

The calculation of the
workers
compensation
premium is based on the
WorkCover formula. The
increase in premium is the
result of increased wage
costs, changes in the
formula and an increase in
claims.

2.35

1.27

2001

1.15

2000

1.29

1999

1.32

1998

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Other Expenses
The detailed notes to the accounts provide information on expenses. There are a number of
general expenses that due to their size and nature require special mention in this report.

Insurance
Although insurance premiums remain high and are expected to continue to increase in
the next year in the light of the upheavals in the insurance market over the past twelve
months the amount of insurance expense has decreased when compared to 2000/01.
That year included for the first time a $0.5m expense for potential insurance excess
which inflated the expense for the year. The increase in the provision this year was
minimal. After allowing for the extraordinary expense in 2000/01 the comparative
figure would be $1.6m compared to this year’s expense of $1.9m.
Donations and Contributions to Local and Regional Bodies
A large proportion of the Contributions and Donations figure relates to Contributions
to other Authorities including the NSW Fire Brigade, the Bush Fire Fighting Fund,
Hawkesbury River Council and the Environmental Protection Agency. Other
contributions to community and sporting groups was $498,174 compared to a reported
$62,481 last year. This year we have also included the contributions made to both
Penrith and St Marys CBD. Many of these contributions and donations were
previously included in Materials and Contracts.
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A number of other line items within “Other Expenses” appear to have increased from nil the
previous year. This is due to the increased level of disclosure that is now possible with
Finance 1 and where considered appropriate we have isolated significant amounts for the first
time. In prior year the corresponding expense has been included in the Materials and
Contracts figure.

Statement of Financial Position
Cash and Investments
Cash and Investment holdings increased this year by almost $3m.
This year for the first time following a change in the Accounting Code we are reporting an
amount of “non current cash”. The Accounting Code requires all Restricted Cash Assets
(regardless of the maturity date) that will not be spent in the next twelve months to be
classified as non-current assets.
Inventories
Holdings in inventories decreased by $584,000 this year. The Real Estate held for Resale
holding decreased by $520.000 due to a combination of the sale of two properties and the
disposal of a several properties that had been previously sold with a number of surrounding
properties. The profit associated with these sales was bought to account in the year in which
the parcel of land was sold.
Bank Overdraft
The actual cash balance at the end of the financial year as per the bank statement was $50,685
in funds. Council actively manages available funds to minimise the use of the overdraft
facility. This year the reported bank overdraft is due to the high number of cheques that were
unpresented as at 30 June 2002. These totalled $1,532,052. The majority of cheques drawn
on the last cheque run of the financial year remained unpresented at year-end.
Receivables
Current receivables have increased by $1,293,000
$’000s
Rates & Annual Charges..........................................................................$19
Interest and Extra Charges .......................................................................$88
User Charges and Fees........................................................................$1,398
Accrued Revenue ...............................................................................$(558)
Government Debtors..............................................................................$167
Other .....................................................................................................$179
The large increase in User Charges and Fees relates largely to the S611 Telecommunication
Charges for Telstra and Optus optical fibre cabling. Due to the uncertainty of the outcome of
the ongoing litigation in relation to these charges Council has continued to fully provide for
the potential non-collection of revenues from this source. This has contributed to the
$949,000 increase in the Provision for Doubtful Debts.
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Rates Outstanding
This year the ratio is 5.30% compared to last years recalculated ratio of 5.1%. The ratio this
year includes the value of Interest and Extra Charges as well as Rates and Annual Charges
outstanding. Council is in the process of trialing a new Debt Recovery Module and it is
anticipated that over the next twelve months there will be a significant reduction in this
percentage. Where an individual requests time to pay and keeps to the arrangement made,
Council takes no further legal action, however interest is charged.
Property, Plant & Equipment
Overall property, plant and equipment increased by a net $16m.
Acquisitions of new assets for the year totalled $32.4m and a summary is tabled below:
$’000s
Ripples Hydrotherapy Centre.....................................................................................$2,550
Roads, Bridges, Footpaths and Earthworks ...............................................................$9,232
Stormwater drainage ..................................................................................................$5,635
Plant and equipment.................................................................................................$10,590
Office Equipment.......................................................................................................$1,372
Building ........................................................................................................................$320
Library Books ........................................................................................................$436,000
Land ....................................................................................................................$2,292,000
Gross Assets
$'000s

$852

2002

The increase in
total Gross Assets
this financial year
is $13.2m.

$840

Year

2001

$829

2000

$805

1999

$783

1998
$740

$760

$780

$800

$820

$840

$860

$'000

$4,500
$4,409.53

$4,427.22
$4,396.23

Asset $ Per Head

$4,369.17
$4,329.56

Total Asset value per
head of population
since 1996.

$4,314.38

Asset $ Per Head of Population
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Council continues to adopt a conservative approach to depreciation and amortisation.
Depreciation and amortisation are the allocation of the cost of an asset over the likely period
of its useful life.
Total depreciation and amortisation for the last financial year was $16.9m, an increase of
$718,000 over last year.
Borrowings
Total borrowings now stand at $57.1m. Council reduced its Loan Liability by $4,935,582 in
2001/02. This was achieved despite new borrowings of $2,800,000 to fund infrastructure
works. Refinancing of Loan 262 at the request of the ANZ bank for a reduced principal was
done utilising allocated sinking funds and this together with the actual timing of the new
borrowings resulted in reduced costs for debt servicing compared to budget of $544,800. In
accordance with Council’s adopted policy of retiring debt as soon as possible these funds
have been transferred into Council's sinking fund and will be used to further reduce the
liability in 2002/03. Savings of $80,000 from the construction of the Hydrotherapy Centre
will also be applied to debt reduction in 2002/03.
$60

Total Debt
Net Debt (after direct funded loans)

$50

$40

$ Million

Declining debt liability
reflects Council’s loan
borrowing strategy.

$30

Financial Year

$20

$10

$0
01/02

02/03

03/04

04/05

05/06

06/07

07/08

08/09

09/10

The Debt Service Ratio of 10.95% is the percentage of revenue (excluding specific purpose
grants and contributions) used to repay loans. This traditional indicator can be misleading if
comparisons are made without understanding the underlying situation. Any early retirement
of debt (a number of Councils' have been actively retiring debt) or shortening of term gives a
higher result. Knowledge of the capital and interest components of loan payments is
therefore required if any comparison to other Councils' is to be meaningful. The ratio is
useful in flagging potential problems and in showing the amount of revenue that is paying for
spending in prior periods.
Cash Flow
The Cash Flow provides a different view of the financial information for the year. The
statement only deals with the actual payment and receipt of money. It is more closely aligned
to the information included in Council’s budget. It includes payments and receipts for
operational activities, investing activities (such as property, plant and equipment, investments
and real estate), and financing activities (borrowings).
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Receipts 2000/01
Proceeds from sale of Real
Estate $360
0.4%

Proceeds from sale of
Property, Plant & Equipment
$5,444
4.6%

Proceeds from Borrowings &
Advances $2,800
2.4%

Other Operating Receipts
$3,106
2.6%

Grants & Contributions
$24,431
20.8%
Rates & Annual charges
$54,965
46.7%

Investments Income $3,679
3.1%

Total
$117,614

User Charges & Fees
$22,829
19.4%

Payments 2001/02
$'000
Region $723
1%
Asset Purchases $21,909
19%

Environment $18,052
15%

Loan Repayments $7,735
7%

Social $35,828
30%
Operating Environment
$15,059
13%

Total
$117,330
Infrastructure $16,660
14%

Finance
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Operations produced a cash surplus of $21.9m that was available to fund capital works, loan
repayments and future years activities. This is 22% more than last year. It should be noted
that some of this money is required to be used for particular purposes such as special purpose
grants, section 94 contribution, works committed by Council and not yet completed, or other
restricted items. Details of restrictions are found in note 6. Total external restrictions on cash
rose by $5.8m.
Although Council may not have had discretion on how all of this $23.9m is spent, the entire
amount either has or will be allocated to improving the services, facilities or financial
position for future years.
Business Activity Reporting
Business activity reporting shows certain activities of Council in accordance with the
National Competition Policy guidelines. It attempts to portray the financial statements of
these activities as if all taxes and commercial principles that applied to private enterprise
were also applied to these activities.
It must be emphasised that the business activity report is a particular “what if” analysis based
on:
•

prescribed assumptions as to rates of return, taxes and other costs;

•

the inclusion of assumed costs as if they were paid;

•

a particular view of where the boundary between the activity and other Council
operations should be drawn;

•

the allocation of costs which are charged to other functions in first instance, and

•

determination of the purpose for which each asset is owned, even though the purpose may
be one of many joint purposes.

The reports also assume that each year can be separately taken and analysed. Where an
activity has irregular revenue, great variations will be reported. Property Development may
well show deficits in some years and large surpluses in others. This is because property sales
vary significantly from year to year.
The bottom line in the business activity reports is headed “subsidy from council”. It does not
represent an amount actually paid or ever likely to be paid. It represents the difference
between actual surplus and the assumed profit of a commercial operation.
In order to arrive at the most sensible result, the businesses have generally been assumed to
be operators and not owners of the applicable lands. This means for example, that Ripples is
a business activity but the ownership of the land and building is outside the business activity.
The business activity is then nominally charged a rental for use of the premises.
Assumptions must be made about who owns / holds the funds which will be utilised to pay
employee entitlements when they become payable. In Children’s Services, the annual leave
is always the responsibility of the centre but long service leave is funded from an annual levy
on the centres. The central function of Council collects these funds and takes responsibility
to pay the amount when it is due. For other business activities, determination of where the
responsibility for each component should sit is less clear. While the answer does not affect
who eventually pays, it does impact on procedures and record keeping.
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The business activity reports show that if rentals, taxes and similar costs were charged, some
of the activities would then need a subsidy in order to pay these costs. As these costs are not
charged, the “Subsidy form Council” does not represent an amount which will ever need to
be paid.
Council has resolved that its Business Activities are:
Category One (Turnover greater than $2m)
•

Child Care;

•

Council Pools;

•

Domestic Waste, and

•

Property Development.

Category Two (Turnover less than $2m)
•

Cemeteries;

•

The Joan Sutherland Performing Arts Centre;

•

Penrith Penrith Whitewater Stadium;

•

Tennis Courts;

•

St Clair Recreation Centre;

•

Lemongrove Retirement Village;

•

Commercial Sullage, and

•

Halls.

Like the standard financial reports, Council is required to adopt a set of figures and send the
report to the auditor. The proposed resolution adopting the statements includes the required
comments but also highlights the fact that the report is a “what if” analysis based on an
imposed view of how a commercial operation would function.
Local Government Financial Healthcheck
As previously reported to Council at the Policy Review Committee meeting of 27th, May
2002, a recent initiative of the Local Government Managers Association is the development
of a set of financial indicators called the Local Government Financial Health Check. The
LGMA Financial Health Check brings together some of the traditional financial indicators
currently reported in the Annual Statements with other more topical issues such as asset
renewal versus asset maintenance. It is an opportunity to provide relevant and meaningful
financial information and facilitates easier benchmarking across similar councils. The
completed Healthcheck for this financial year and preceding four years will be reported to the
Policy Review meeting of 21 October.
Other legislative Requirements
The Local Government Act classifies various transactions as being write-offs of rates and
charges. The reasons for write-offs include properties becoming exempt from rates,
pensioner rebates, changes in rating category, rounding down of payments by 4 cents,
postponed rates, domestic waste charges reversed because they were levied in error, rates and
charges reversed due to amended valuations.
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Council has resolved the amounts that may be written off under delegated authority. The
following amount falls outside that authority and require a resolution for the write-off.
Account No.
187390

Owner/Location

Amount

Reason for Write Off

P Mark – Castlereagh Road Penrith

$9,373.04

1996/7 postponed rates &
charges

TOTAL

$9,373.04

The following tables summarise the rates amounts written off under delegated authority or
pursuant to Council resolutions and are provided for information: Rates And Charges Written Off

$

General Rates

89,463.18

Extra Charges

34,847.32

Domestic Waste

6,070.03
TOTAL

130,380.53

Pensioner Abandonment
General Rates

$

- Statutory

$1,474,960.80

Domestic Waste - Statutory

$58,595.54

TOTAL

$2,053,556.34

Extra charges include interest and legal costs, and are written off due to financial hardship,
and where the original rate or domestic waste charge is required to be written off.
During 2001/02 stores and tools to the value of $1,570.04 were written off as summarised
below. Council's practice is to issue tools to staff for the purpose of carrying out their tasks.
As tools become worn, broken or lost they are written off the tools inventory.
Stores & Materials Written Off

$

Tools written off

9,853.10

Stores written off (net reclaimed)

(5,794.09)

Bushfire Stores written off (net reclaimed)

(2,488.97)

TOTAL

$1,570.04

The draft statements are presented for Council to form its opinion. The required opinion is
set out in the following recommendation. If resolved, the Statement of Council's Opinion can
be signed and handed to the auditors at tonight's meeting.
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RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

the information relating to Council's financial statements be noted;

2.

pursuant to S415 it is the Council's opinion that:

3.

(a)

the financial statements and schedules have been drawn up in
accordance with the Local Government Act 1993 and Regulations, the
Local Government Code of Accounting Practice and Financial
Reporting, the Local Government Asset Accounting Manual, and
Australian Accounting Standards. The Code requires a phasing in of
the new accounting requirements;

(b)

apart from the non-recognition of land under roads as required by the
phasing process, the statements comply with Australian Statements of
Accounting Concepts;

(c)

the financial statements present fairly the Council's financial position
as at 30 June 2002 and the operating result for the year then ended, and

(d)

the statements are in accord with Council's accounting and other
records.

pursuant to clause 21 of the Local Government Financial Management
Regulation it is the Council's opinion that:
(a)

the accompanying Special Purpose Financial report has been drawn up
in accordance with the Local Government Act 1993 and Regulations,
the Local Government Code of Accounting Practice and Financial
Reporting, and the requirements of National Competition Policy. The
Code requires the inclusion of various charges and subsidies which are
not actually paid or payable;

(b)

the report is a special purpose report and is not required to comply with
Australian Accounting Standards. The above legislative requirements
differ from Australian Accounting Standards and hence the report does
not comply with Australian Accounting Standards, and

(c)

the financial statements present a modelled scenario for comparative
purposes. They do not report an actual result.

4.

Council confirms its endorsement of the budget in the knowledge that some of
its business activities are not making commercial returns. The existence of
notional subsidies represents Council’s commitment to its community service
obligations;

5.

the Statements be forwarded to Council's Auditors;

6.

abandonment's for 2002 as detailed be written off;

7.

the balance of stores and materials be adjusted in the stores and materials
registers in accordance with the various write-offs, and
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8

the savings in the debt servicing costs and the hydrotherapy construction costs
as detailed be used to reduce loan liabilities in 2002/03.
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